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If he cost of galnes iE Eornething the industry really ought to he

I ashamed of. Why? Because even though technology has im-

I proved, and prices for electronics in general have corne douun, the
games industry has steadfastly refused to follorm suit rruith the pricing of
games. Ean'les trtrEt eilactly as much as they euer did and it sucks.

N can go dornrn to my local uideo store and buy the entire Star lfUars
Tnilogy for less than the cost of the auerage Euper NES game. I hate to
Bay this, hut the Star Wars Trilogy is a hel! of a lot hetter than any uideo
game. Of csurse they're two different things. A game is a game and a
movie is a movie. Videotape is cheaper to manufacture than r cartridge.

Hauing said that, a trtr is a lot cheaper to rnake tJram a VHE cassette,

Eo why are GD games for hoth PGs and the neuu ganilE systems so

elryensiue? Surely, nomr that the games are on a cheaper fonmat, the

savings should be passed on to the consumer.
Not according to softuuare Gonrpanies. Appanently these new lmachines

alre a lot more eilpensiue to deuelop for and so the higherr cost of pnoduc-

tion still affects netail prices. Uery nice, but lt doesn't help Jse Elouu. AEk

the nran [n the street the follouuing guestion: What would you rathen

ftsue- cheap playable garmes, or erpensiue games that play hadly uuith

lots of full-motion video and third-rate actors?
The aRsuuer is of course a uEry obutous one. Nourr please don't accuse

me of heing a Luddite. I think ful[-motion uideo looks very nice and I do

like high production ualues in my garnEs, hut isn't there an argument for
cheap garnes? Sell=through uideos are a relatiuely hetru phenonrenon. The

troncept is simple. lf it's cheap enough, $ou tran make a killing trn uol-
ulnes sold rather than on a hig profit nrargin. And it uuorks. Disney's hank
uaults stmeil EUEry time a featurre is released on sell-through. The math is
simple. lf you halve your profit margin to creat-e a discount fior the con-

Eumerr more than douhle your oniginal potential market trrrill huy the prod.

utrt, so you make r,Trore money anyway.
But it isn't happening. And it doesn't look IikE iit is go[ng to happen any

time EEon. Nintemdo already has plans to rnake its Ultra 64 games incred-
ibly el(penslve. Nice to knouu that the uery cheapest Ultra 64 game rmill

Eost at least $60 and prohahly more.

Thene's no quick solutiltrn, Ssmehody, somewhere in the industry is
going to haue to take a hig risk, hite the bullet and start dumplng cheap
softrmare into the market. Of cource there uuill he prohlern=. Loads of
craFpy games uuilll he releasedn hut the manket wi|l fix itself. The cream of
the crop will rise to the top and rme'll be hack where uuc started-only this
tinre the games uuilJl be cheaper.

ln an ideal uuorld, of course. Sadly though, the uuorld is fur from ideal.
As a rnatter of fact, the world sometirmes sucks. But it's only games after
all" Who really cares? You do.

I
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Big moves and shakes in the industry this month,
with Sega shocking everyone with a new price
point for the Saturn. Find out what this means to
you, to Sony and even to Nintendo in this month's
red hot news section. Remember, if you didn't read
it here, you didn't read it at all.

Yet another chance for we, the magazine, to give
you, the people, a chance to air your opinions and
views. lf you don't Iike something, write in and tell
us about it. lf you do like something, we want to
hear about that too.

Jim Loftus presents UmuarE GarrarR's guide to
what's hot and what's not on the shelves this
Christmas. Hardware, software and weird things
with fur on them.

Umuere Gamrn visits the world's biggest exposition
of arcade games at the AMOA show in New
Orleans. Find out what the big arcade companies
have in store for next year.

From the company that brought you Ridge Racer,
Tekken and Pac Man, just wait until you see
what's in store for 1996. Umuare Ganaen takes a
long, hard look at a company that has singlehand-
edly defined the standards tor 32-bit games.

Far back in the dark mists of time, a company
called Magnavox unveiled what it thought would be
the future of home entertainment. Before CDi,
there was Odyssey, easily the nuttiest game
system of all time.

ULT*,^E GuPua{,azine, 8484 VJilshire Blvd., Suite 900, Beveriy Hills, CA 90211; (213) 651-5400. Printed in the USA.
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rffirdlrcB frcf L fin lil+ rI m EDll
rrn*r:lD thtullrurhj- The first 3-D helicopter shooter
rilirrillrirdlir:lflrt[t on tfie Saturn.
lmh'illsrt fh.0[ern,;l&
HrhlErUHn, lrfirfr:rtrill lOre/t [0d

mfrffi;;H,r* HLl,, take a rot ronser than thetffir':tlyrffeffinrrdfr
8rrm. ffirl rrr, trrttm Jrpry$ McNeeley fight did'

tsr msn ldr ;nl yntlJttt....
lllt Jrm L[.

lhom 2 1000
p08f The best basketball game

Doom could be ttre best game around iust got better-

erreq the Plqffaffro]r verchn tod(s.
fihsn Wrr

tuismdilG0rl il03
il80 The less said about dtis little
Lifie in LA. iust got a tittle bit game' ttre better'

more dangerous' 
wwtwlE[G;trnh

ilntrmsllry X00[
prt Str€Gt Fig!iler meets ureeting,

The ftrst fiooball game for the the reeults are @gerilq'
Sony Play6tation. Was it worilr
ttre wait? milEuf

p0ffi
Uifin huing Shr Wars (welt, to all intents

X0rZ and PuryGes) fior the

Shouldn't this have oome out PlayStation'

befiore Dayrtona USA? ,,t tdgn

tgilcWrmir ilUl
ilrf Shange goings on in a land that

3-D furious fying combat on tfte time fiorgot'

Play8tation. fiounds good....
rdLd

trmsion of [ro lliilisn Sub [0gl
nflri At last, a 3A( game $at actuallY

Shades of Seuenth Guest in looks lilte a 32-bit game

this Satum adventure.
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You're cboking on a large piece of dirt, lou're got a boot in your fan, karoo stt,ear you jtrst lost

yortr ear. You're eitber deacl or yottfe plali4tgES{p'^Er{pe me |tarnesboly h Sorj,'etoysrariod,The

object of tSe garnc is simple. Bike, blade, luge or board yoar t ,AJ, throgygfr, tbe t**ybrng, of lJtat:
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realistic game play So u,ben tbe mountain biker hicks you in tbeface, yo"n Play$ ta t i O n
becorne road pizza in beautiful 3-D, Nout, utbo\ readjt to start dieting? rtr ,, r 11 o r
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[tlamoo reailies Ridge

Bacer z:ii, ltlamGo

retro gaming Gompi-

lation loshinden

sequel finished

A ilew
Reuolutl on

amco has finally chosen a

name for its Ridge
Racer PlayStation

sequel. Ridge Racer
Revolution is the game
and it looks set to take the

Ridge Racer legend to new

My, my. RDGE RacER REvoturoN is looking mighty tasty. New tracks and cars add up to one hell

heights. This is not a sequel in the

truest sense, but an enhanced remix of

the original. The changes may be small
as far as gameplay is concerned, but
Ridge Racer fans have been waiting a

long time for this game.

So what's new? Well, for one thing
there are more tracks. The single
biggest criticism levelled at the original
game was a lack of tracks. Ridge Racer
Revolution gives you three, with varia-
tions on each course as well as the

mirror and reverse modes found in the

original game. There are also new cars,
but since there were 13 cars to choose
from in the first version, this probably
won't be too much of a thrill for the
average fan.

The biggest change in gameplay terms

is the inclusion of a rearview mirror.
This is a feature that was previously
only found in the arcade version of
Ridge Racer 2. The mirror allows
you to keep a close eye on overtaking

of a rush. Don't expect to see the game spinning its whcels before Spring, though. cars, letting you move in front of them

and thwail their sneaky antics. This
also ties in nicely with the link facility now enabled. Two-player games will be permissible thanks to Sony's built-in communi-
cations protocol, something it has taken almost a year to perfect. So basically Ridge Racer Revolution looks to be the single
best racing game of all time.

lilTil U1IIMATE
EGA]I'IEB



Itlamco Gompiilation

Not content with releasing some of the best new
software for the PlayStation, Namco is all set to
release some of the best old software. The Namco
Collection features a selection of the finest Namco
coin-ops from the past. Volume One (the collection
will keep coming, presumably until Namco runs out
of suitabl* games) will contain Xevious, one of the
first vertically scrolling shoot'em ups, Mappy,a
wacky Pac-Man style game and Galaga, the sequel
to Galaxian.

Namco also has plans to release Pole Position.
Pac-Man and a bunch of other crusty classics, The list above is subject to
change, and we'll hopefully have a final catalog of what's on the first disc by next

issue. Until then, you can drool happily in the knowledge that the games you
grew up with will be here when you're old.

Ioshinden 2

Takara's hot fighting game is about to see a sequel in the arcades in the shape of
Toshinden 2. Apart from the obviously stunning new graphics. there are a cou-
ple of other important changes. For one thing. the game will be released by

Capcom, not Takara. Quite why this is happening is something of a mystery.
since Takara has a perfectly good arcade division. The other surprise is that this
is an arcade game since Toshinden originally appeared on the PlayStation
(although a Saturn conversion is imminenO.

Good news for fans of the original game is that the new version will include
new characters, new backgrounds and new moves. A whole new combo system
has been put in place and each character now has an "overdrive" move for when
things get a little
desperate. The
graphics are
sharper and

smoother and the
co ntro I syste m

has been tweaked
to make the game

simpler to play.
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NEWS

$EGA FEE1S PRESS

ln the past, criticism has been lev-
elled at the Saturn for a lack of pro-
cessing power. That criticism has, to a
certain extent, been addressed by the
latest bunch of Saturn releases, with
Virtua Fighter 2 and Sega Rally
taking up some of the technical slack.
The biggest problem with Saturn how-
ever, and something that appears to
have drastically affected sales to date,
was the price point of $Sgg. The
PlayStation launched at $100 less and
apparently cleaned house. ln the first
couple of weeks, Sony sold more than
100,000 units , far more than Sega had
managed in a period of three months.

This new price point puts both
machines on even footing, but the
PlayStation has the advantage in terms
of software releases. There are simply
more games available for the
PlayStation than the Saturn, and
Sega's claims of exclusivity on their
system have been somewhat eclipsed
by the release of titles Iike Mortal
Kombat 3 and Wipeout for
PlayStation.

Sega's reasons for dropping the
price point include a change in the
yen-dollar rate (although no such
change is actually apparenD and the
seeming success of the Saturn plat-
form. Obviously the real reason for this
change is to directly compete with the
PlayStation. Considering how long
each machine has been on sale,
Saturn's sales are more than disap-
pointing. Sega has several other con-
cerns to worry about. the Genesis mar-
ket is fading faster than that of the
Super NES, the 32X is still causing
problems and the upcoming launch of
the Nomad console should keep them
busy.

Sony has only one product to con-

GxrN WaR, from Sega's in-house develop-
ment team is a little disappointing. Sega's

Japanese development is much better.

Bu,cx FrRe, another Sega in-house dgvelop-
ment is one of the titles Sega is placing a

lot of faith in.

"[ Gnange

yen-d0llu talep

real teas0n lor

is I0 diteeilu

tne Hau$Ialiolt."
tiEIUITIMATTtsGA]r,IEE

NBA Jl,,r,t for the Saturn is essentially eve'ry bit as good as the PlayStation version.
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IIRE; IIROPS PRIGE

ln an attempt to
gain lost ground,
Sega has lowered
the price of its
Saturn 32-bit con-
sole. Although this
is certainly good
news for gamers, it
remains to be seen
what kind of last-
ing effect this
maneuver will have
on Sega's plans for
world domination.
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cern itself with, the PlayStation and
so far, it looks'like its dedication to
that platform is paying off. However,
the new $299 price point for Saturn
makes things a lot less ceftain than
they were. Sega can play catch up in
the period between now and
Christmas Day. Only in the new year
will a leader actually emerge and by
that time, the Nintendo Ultra 64 wil!
be launched. How confusing will all

this get?
Very. There are no clear answers,
only a string of vague promises from
each company. When asked if they
would consider a competitive price
drop, Sony refused to comment.

Speculators insist that Sony will in
fact lower the price, or at least change
its current bundle package. Word of
mouth however, is as impoftant in this
market as it is in the movie industry. lf

peo'
ple stad to believe the PlayStation is
the better console, then the
PlayStation will continue to outsell the
Saturn. Sega itself saw the benefits of
this when its technically less impres-
sive Genesis was outselling the Super
NES by a factor of two to one.

Considering Sega's machine has been out for so long, it seems
odd that its selection of games was so small.

rQr *

Sega has a lot sf catching up to do in terms of
software releases and overall lmpact-

SEgA
S.-A'l-*-lt-Rru

U1TIMAIE IiIilIGAfI,IEB E
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IIAMGO'$ ABGAITE EITPIOSIO]I

Soul Edge features a fighting sys-
tem very similar to that found in Sega's
Virtua Fighter series. Three buttons
control your punching, kicking and
blocking actions and each character
comes armed with a weapon, making
things that little bit more complicated.
ln appearance it looks a little like a
supercharged version of Toshinden,
but if reports from our source in Japan
are anything to go by, this could be the
fighting game of the year. Namco sti!!
has a little tweaking to do before this
baby ships, but hold onto your quar-
ters, this is going to be hot.

Ahem, Namco seems to have taken

a little influence from Virtua Cop on
this one. Time Crisis is a polygon-
based shoot 'em up for two players,

with a big plastic gun. Okay, So that
makes it more than a little similar to
Virtua Cop, but whoos counting? ln its
defense, this has better graphics and
slightly more involved gameplay than
Virtua Cop, but that doesn't make it a
better game. What it does do is raise
the issue of gun-based shooters for the
PlayStation. lf Namco decides to con-
veft this for the PlayStation, someone's
going to have to bring out a gun for the
system. Here's hoping.

ln another shameless rip-off of a 3D
polygon-based Sega title, the spectac-
ular-looking Dirt Dash is set to arrive
in Japanese arcades this year. lt looks
and plays very much like Sega Rally,
but again features slightly more
impressive and realistic graphics than
the Sega game. The gameplay is slight-
Iy more arcadelike, with the realistic
handling of a rea! rally car being sacri-
ficed in favor of more responsive con-
trols. Music and sound effects blend
well with an active-feedback control
system, and the overall results are
pretty impressive.

Txr use oF wEApoNs |,rAKEs rHE AcnoN EvEN scARtER

THAN IN TEKKEN.

Namco ts pRETTy BUsy wtTH A NUMBER oF orHER
pRoJEcrs, INcLUDING THE Nttco Colt gcloNr A

BUNCH OF ITS OLD ARCADE TITLES.

Soul Eoge rs rHE LoGtcAt succEssoR To Texrrx,
THIS TIME WITH USEABLE WEAPONS AND A COMPTETETY

NEW FIGHTING ENVIRONMENT.

ti[.0ff

$ega

InoIhe]

Drnr Dasx rs A pRETTy NtcE-LooKtNG RAcER wtrH MoRE

THAN A HINT or SEaa R.a,LLy.

IIEIU1TIMAIEEGAII,IEB
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Your first l2-issue
CoupurEn Puaven

subscription is only $29.95.

You'll pay only
$21 .95

for each additional
subscription, plus everyone
receives a CoUPUTER PuYen

mouse pad, FREE!
r
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Please enter or renew my one-year

(12-issue) subscription and send my

free mouse pad!
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First subscription $26.9s

Credit Card # Exp 2 or more subscriptions: $
Subscriptions at $21.95 each
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IAGUAR GIT Hlr$

On Friday, September l Sth, Atari
Corporation at long last made its
Jaguar CD add-on available for pur-
chase. For Jaguar owners wishing to
step up to the CD platform, the wait is
over and the rumors are silenced.

While the official debut of the Jag
CD was rather low-key in comparison
to that of the widespread madness six
days prior (guess who), Atari has man-
aged to squeeze the item into several
vital retail chains-Electronics
Boutique and sister store, Electronics
Boutique XPress-to name but two.

"$G[I. 15Ih

loul'ltGU

wides[]ead

six days ptiot."
IilTil UITIMITEtsGA]IflEB

Love it or hate
it, there is no

contesting
the fact that
you get a lot
for your
money with
the Jaguar
CD. The

units built-in
VLM provides
some truly excellent,
tripped-out visuals for
music CDs. As far as pack-ins
go, there are three: Blue Lightning,
Vid Grid and a Myst sampler disc.
As an added bonus, you also get the
incredible if not brilliant Tempest
2OOO soundtrack CD.

At an extremely low price point of
$t qg, the question for Jaguar owners
isn't affordability, but rather sensibility.
At launch time, there were no addi-
tional Jag CD titles on the shelves.
None. Not a smart move. At press
time, we did receive one Jaguar CD-
related item, though. MemoryTrack
is a RAM cartridge which lets players
store game info-up to 125,000 bytes
of it, to be exact. MemoryTrack retails
for $29.95. The fear many Jaguar own-
ers have is that Atari will refocus their

production of software to the cheaper
and more profitable CD format. For
those who purchased a Jaguar system
at its original sticker price of $2+9,
Atari's new CD add-on would put the
total Jaguar/Jaguar CD set-up at a
hefty $400. Ouch. Atari's recent adver-
tising campaign has been an attempt
to make the consumer feel stupid for
thinking about paying over $SOO for a
32-bit system-such as a Saturn, for
example-when they could get a 64-
bit Jaguar for only $149. What they
don't tell you is that in order to play
CD games, you need to shell out
another hundred and fifty bucks. Still,
at this point, a Jag/Jag CD purchase
adds up to a competitive price.

IO

Mpr,ronyTRAcK for the
Jaguar CD keeps tabs on
your gaming progress.

DereNoen 2000 is one of the flagship tifles Atari
will release on cartridge initially, although

a CD version looks pretty likely,
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M hoever says
giving is hetter
than receiving

sure as hell isn't a gamer.
By naturG, we game-players
are generally a greedy lot
and the need for game-
related products only gets
more intense around the
holidays. With Christmas
1995 only weeks ownl,
there are some 14
actively-supported plat-
forms to choose from. The
video-game market is more
saturated with product
than ever before, and it
could easily transform
your happy holidays into
a gaming nightmare. If
you've been driving around
town like a homicidal mani-
ac looking for goodies,
have no fear-we're here to
help you sift through the
gaming debris. UlrlrrnATE
Gertaen's 1995 Holiday
Gaming Guide gives the
lowdown on what's hot this
holiday season. All prices
are street and subiect to
vary from store to store. lf
you were a good little
gamer this yeari maybe fat
boy will bring you some
presents!

llr
1995 Ulftrrah lhldilGamrry 0ide

I

tiTFI UITIMATT
tsGAfI,IEE
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Garne Boy
$+9,95 Base Unit

We know, we know: The games are in

black-and-white. The sound is crappy. The
screen-blur can often make it nearly-
impossible to see what's going on. But it's
only forly-nine bucks, and the selection of
game titles has grown to an astounding
number-scmewhere in the neighborhoocl
of 300 the last time we checked, and many cf them are
goocJ. fun games. Plus, the unit comes in many cool colors
We submit tc yot-r that the Game Boy is irrdeed worlh every
penny Be a good bcy

Ge nes is
SgS.95 Base Unit

The longest-running 'l 6 bit
ter-still has some teeth
lelt With a low price and
a libr-ary of around 600
games in its arsenal, the
Genesis has bang-for-your-
bLrck written all over rt. lv4ust-

have games like Madden. Streets
of Rage, Road Rash, Revenge of
Shinobi, Comix Zone , Zombies Ate My
Neighbors and Vectorman seclrre this sys,
tenr as one of the greatest ever, and lve rlean
ever made. Speed and control are this system's
strerrg suits. Since this is likely to [:e the last
great year for the Genesis, be sLrre tc snap one
up Hey-whe spiked the eggnog?I1 !,. !, i..,

Supporl for Sega's porlable B bit game systenr has been
consistently strong and everything plays in honest-to-
goodness BONKl-color (remember those cool TV
acls?). These are the areas in which the Game Gear really
shines. yVith the Lion King package, the Game Gear unit
is blr-ie instead of the usual, dLrll black! Of course, for
arour-rd another [rundie. yoLr can skip the Game Gear alto-
gether and grab yourself a Genesis-ccmpratible Nomad.

tilt 32X
599.95 Base Unit .

S139.95 w/Star Wars
Arcade or Doom
We feel for those who have suffered, we really do. The 32 trit
Genesis add-on debuted last Christmas and has since therr had
more in common with premature eJaculation than an Lrltinrate
gaming experrence. Sega"s Saturn piacebo has had its
moments, though; Shadow Squadron and more recently X-
Men, to be exact Not to sound redundant, but Sega fans, do
yourselves a favor: Save your cash for a Saturn

Super NES
""t' S99.95 Base Unit
Like a fine wine. this remarkable 16,

bit console has beccrne rncre potent
with age; Donkey Kong Country,

Yoshi's lsland, Killer lnstinct. MK3
and Doom are all evidence ef tlrat.
Graphics and sound are specialties

of the Super NES, and its ganre
library is extremely rvell-rounded

One lvould be hard presseC to ccme
l-,lp 't'ilth a

i.,-,' trl au.-...

legitr-

mate
rea-
son
why
you

should-
n't ovvn

EE!

o n e-you
.1ust can't

go wrong.

+

Game Gear
Sgg.95 Base Unit . wr"super Columns S 1Og.g5 .
w/Sports Trivia $1 19.95 ' \Arr Lion King S129.95 .
w,"Sonic 2 and Sonic Chaos S139.95

rl*ED

Sega CD
Sgg.95 Base Unit

lf you've got a Genesis console and can t quite scrape up the br:cks
for a next-gen CD game system, all rs not lost Even though it's

been in a conra for the last year-and-a-half. the Sega CD peripheral
is only a hundred bucks and there's a fairly good-sized librar),et

games ready and waiting. Okay, so it's not 32-brt Okay. so scnre cf
the games-that shit-strnky Marky Mark thing" for one-suck, but

there are some good ones in there, and for as
little as Sg 95l Wheeel

gHstTIrE
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Jaguar GD
r. $r4g.g5 w/built-in vLM, Blue

Lightning, Vid Grid, Myst
Sampler and

Tempest 2OOO Soundtrack
This affordable add-on contains a dou-
ble-speed drive and 790 megabytes of

data storage space. Full-motion capabili-
ties are excellent, even at full screen,
and the enhanced audio doesn't hurt,

either. The built-in VLM feature provides
an acid trip-style light show which even

the late Jerry Garcia would've been
proud of. CDs cost next to nothing to

manufacture, and Atari is hoping to lure

Jag owners in with an abundance of
software. Loads of pack-ins, but if the

games don't flow, there's gonna be trou-
ble.

Nomad
$t 99.95 Base Unit

At long last, the power of Genesis-in the palm
of your hand. Nomad's 3 I /4" full-color LCD
screen is a big improvement over that of the

Game Gear" Screen-blurring has been substan-
tially reduced, if not totally eradicated. The

portable unit is completely 1 6-bit and compatible
with practically every Genesis cart ever pro-

duced. lt's only available in selected areas dur-
ing the holidays, but come first quarter of '96,

the Nomad will go into full distribution. Go for it.

Jaguar
$1+9.95 Base Unit

Boasting an attractive price point
and 64-bit power, ,Atari's Jaguar
remains on the prowl. lf you're
willing to wait longer-than-usual
periods of time for fresh, quality
titles, this system has its merits.
Among the "gotta have it" games:

Alien vs. Predator, Tempest 2000,
Cannon Fodder, Power Drive
Rally and Rayman. Third-party sup-
port-the life-blood of any system-is
weak, but with the addition of the
Jaguar CD add-on, the possibilities of
this system reaching its full potential are
somewhat better.

Virtual Boy
$t 29.95 w/Mario's Dream Tennis

Although certainly unique in its own little way, we have
mixed feelings about Nintendo's Virtual Boy. On one hand,
it offers a unique three-dimensional gaming experience. On
the other, there's enough "WARNING" paperwork with this
thing to fill a small-sized pickup truck (scary). Glowing red
visuals combined with dual "in your face" LCD screens
don't seem to be the winningest combination these days. ln

short, the VB gave me a headache. However, if you're a

collector of extinct hardware, step right up.
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sDO
$249.95 Base Unit

PlayStation
$zgg.gs

Right out of the gate,
Sony has delivered the
goods. The system is

powerful, the price more
than fair and the soft-
ware selection unavoid-
ably attractive" With a full
complement of excellent
th i rd- pa rty developers
involved, the future of the
PlayStation looks bright.
Santa will undoubtedly be
working some overtime this
year. Get that fat-ass on the phone-nowl
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As it stands right now, 3DO is a pretty
solid system with a balanced selection of
game titles. The price has been lowered

to a more obtainable level as well.
Fantastic games like Bladeforce, Foes of

Ali and Captain Quazar can only be
found here Depending on what happens
with the upcoming M2 add-on (the elves

are working on it as I write this), 3DO
may very well become an even greater
force to be reckoned with-as long as

good third-parties continue to support it.
As far as which model to buy, the

Panasonic and Goldstar units are equally
fine, but we prefer the Goldstar's con-

trollers.
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Satu rn
$299.95 Base Unit . $g4g.g5 w/Vinua
Fighter Remix

The price drop enacted back in early October has added weight to
the legitimacy of a SatLrrn purchase. Unfortunately for Sega
though, this works as somewhat of a double-edged sword:
The $299 price is great for luring-in new buyers, but at
the same time, it could potentially piss off current
Saturn owners who shelled-out three big ones just
months ago The only real hitch to picking up a

Saturn is that the hardware is slightly techni-
cally inferior to Sony , but that's just
a plain and simple fact. But it's the games
that count, and there are some very
very good ones available here:
Virtua Fighter 2, Virtua Cop
and Sega Rally, to name but a

few. ln the end, the new price
should help Sega regain some lost
ground in the system wars.

SYSTIl'IS

UI{DER$4OO

$3ee.es
lf all you want for Chnstmas is Pamela Lee, you're probably out
of luck. lf, however, all you want for Christmas is to kick some-

one's ass all over the living room,you've come to the right place:
The NeorGeo CD is finally here. SNK knows fighting games

(they've made some of the best ones on earth), and if you spend
most of your game time brawling, then you'll want to seriously

consider purchasing this console. Along with offenng practically
every onginal Neo.Geo title on CD, SNK is hard at work devel-

oping more good stuff. A double-speed drive delivers the action.
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Six-Button Controller
$2l.gs
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It took them long enough, but
Atari has finally released
their six-button " fighting "

:v
controller. TWo sets of 3
buttons each line the
top right quarter of the
controller. The bottom
half of the pad is stan-
dard Jaguar fare;
twelve additional but-
tons for use with game
overlays.

aaaaaaaaaaaaa
a
a

Arcade Stick
$+g.gs

Sometimes those weak, pathetic little pads just don't
cut it; fighting games like VF 2 always seem so much
more fun in the arcade-largely because of the
"arcade"-style joystick controls. Saturn owners
rejoice: The Arcade Stick is here.

V
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Flight Stick
$gg.gs

Quality and durability are traits of the
Flightstick Pro from CH Products. fhis

3DO-compatible sick has 3 fire buttons,
trigger, throttle and trim controls. We test-
ed this baby out and found it an excellent

flightstick for games like Shockwave,
Bladeforce and Flying (ughl) Nightmares.

.........6tUnne1. Light GUn
$+g.gs

Yes! The mighty Stunner has been
yanked from the arcade and placed
into your hot little hands for use on

the Sega Saturn. The gun comes
free with the purchase of

Virtua Cop, but can be
purchased separately.

The Stunner's weight is
very similar to the coin-

op version of the
gun, and gives the

sensation of
true killing

power.

Game
Gun

$39.9s
For use with the 3DO, Game Gun is

accurate, with built-in calibration. ,A

necessary item for use with games
like Mad Dog McCree and

Lethal Enforcers.

Eclipse Pad
$t g.gE

Eclipse Pad is for the
Saturn and has indepen-
dent auto-fire and slo-mo
along with an LED panel
and extra long cord.

Pro Pad
$ t g.gs

What an improvement this
pad makes over the stan-
dard pad. A must-buy for
3DO owners. Say good-
bye to sore thumbs!

Steering Wheel
$ss,gs

Racing games like Daytona U.S.A.
and High Velocity are made that

much better when you're using
the Saturn steering wheel. lt's also

good for flight sim/action games like
Wing Arms. lf you can get used to the slightly

odd calibration, you'll dig this add-on.
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highs fronr the twin satellites are clean arrd sharp,
too. Highly recomnrended.

Cat Box
s6s.g5

A practical, afford-
able add-on pro-
viding nrultiple
A,,/V outputs,
two headphone
jacks and

ccmrnunications
suppcrl, the Cat Bcx
krcks heinre. Use it in conjuncticn with
yoLrr Jaguar te dc all sorls of fun stuff
(like play Deathmatch Doom, for cne)

Game Boy Carry Case
5'r6"ss

Trouble rvith Game Boy clutter? Keep every- :

thing neat and tidy with this. .er, attractrve- :

looking case lt holds
cne unit, cabies

and game
carts Joyl

I)lay \ t,t I l0 n

[-eathen Recliner
5299.95

Every gaftier kncws how scre one e an get
from cver-extended gameplay. I mean, it's not
like l myseLf hrave played, um Ridge Racer
for I2 straight hours or anything, cuz' only a

leser lvculd dc that, um... but a nice conrfy
chair wouldn't hurt. This
luxurious Ieather recliner is built on a

rather str,rrdy tubr:lar steel frame. Lay

back, prop your achin' tookies on the
fcotstool, and go nuts for daysl

Sony 32" Teneuision
s3,250.95

PlayStation Mouse
s 2s.9 5

Dc y,gu dig n'enu-driven games like
Discwcrid and A-Train? Dorr t irke

using ycur- standard contr-cller? Thre

ans\!'er lies in Sony"s

Thanks to new XBR2 technology ancl

800 line resolution, this 32" set has the
sharpest picture we have ever, ever seen. lf
you're in search of the highest quality large-
size Cathode-Ray tube set, this is the tie ket"

I re.l fl r lj .r LIlr

-., Ei . l=nr 
E=

Multi player games
ar-e ncw possible
with the Team Tap

fronr Atari. Each

Teanr Tap provides
for-rr- controller

\Z
U,Ufll -'_.: U'iu ,t liafr I nl ,,q,=:,,

A d;: pte r
s29,gb

Thrs .rdaptter for tl're
SatLrr-n I'ras six

contreller'
rnputs That

rlearls ertr'e 12.

[.] fi] e' cJ'r rpel I,orS
are nO\t, pO551[ie

X-Band tro!!

5 2s.9 s
Netr.',,:rka [-rl g ga me s

aren't ;:st fol. hrgl-L

pnLced ccnrptuters
3 l'-t yn l'11 o r e l f v'o u, r-J ur' rl

a Super NES cr
Cenes s X Banirl
gl\i'es y'Or: t[le pO\"ret

tc Bla; ganrEs .r!er- st;:nriarci
pthone lines and at thrs p:rrit-re

lt s a barnga n, tcc

The standalrd strap:on headset
glves you fuli-color, trvin LCD

screens which make ganre playing
a whole ne\,v experience. The deluxe

mcdel adds a PC interface and
rnoticn tracking capabilities-perfect for
VR stLrff. Picture quality is very gcod on

both units. Go get one.

Yamaha r

Speaker Systenm
$zqs"gs

Yamaha provides self-pow-
ered audio dynamite for
computers and game
systems the likes of which
will knock yor-r out. Tlreir
YST SS 1 01 0 speaker set is

absol utely unbel ievable-
capable of incredible room-
shaking, ribcage thLrnrping

bass via its 10 subwoofer The
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Game Music CDs
$9.9s and up

ln Japan, video game sound-
track CDs sell almost as well
as regular music CDs.
Fortunately for American
gamer's, this phenomenon is

catching on in the good ol' U.S.A.

Earthworm Jim Action Figures
$4.gs ea.

Playmates has outdone
itself with this line of
EWJ figures. Almost
all of the characters
from the animated
show are in the lineup
and each one comes
with his/hers/its own
sidekick (ie, Bob and
#4. Yes, cool indeed.

Saturn Backup RAM Cart ...r.
$sg.gs

Good for storing large amounts of game data.
Saturn owners should not be without one.

JaguarlJaguar GD
5 Power Drive Rally (cart)
4 Breakout 2OOO (catt)
3 Blue Lightning (GD)
2 Primal Rage (CD)
1 Defender 2OOO (cart)

Link-Up Gahle
$r +.gs

A necessary purchase for all V
PlayStation owners, this
cable joins two systems
together to allow for two-
player games to be
viewed on separate TVs
or monitors.

Memory Cards
$ 19.95

^L

Since the PlayStation has no backup
BAM allocation, you need these. Each

card stores 15 "blocks" of data.

Killer lnstinct
Strategy Manual

$s.ss
An excellent strategy guide

necessary for pulling off
those 42-hit ultra-combos.

^La
a
a
a
a
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Game Genie
$ t +,gs-$eg.9s

You'll catch hell if you cheat on the wife, but a video
game? That's a whole different story. lf you've been

throwing your controller against the wall because the
game you're playing is overly difficult, Game Genie by

Galoob gives you the edge you've
been looking for. Special codes

allow for infinite lives, invincibility,
and so forth. Available for

Game Boy, Game Gear,
Genesis, NES and Super NES.
(Super NES version pictured).

ilP 5 ilOSTIIIIAIITED GAilIES ruNM$YSTEIIS

Urrrnanre Garuen Magazine
$5.99 ea. . $lg.gs 1 year sub-
scription

"What a grrr-eat idea!" (spoken in the tone of
Ridge Bacer's announcer) Hey, ya can't blame us
for a cheap, shameless plug! "You're crrr-azyl"

Ulrtnaarr Gru'lrn knows full well that games don't come cheap,, so we've
compiled the following wish-list to help steer you in the right direction.

PG GD.ROM
5 Mech Warrior 2
4 Command and Gonquer
3 Magic Garpet 2
2 Moftal Kombat 3
1 Quake

Super ilES
5 Earthbound
4 Doom
3 Killer lnstinct
2 Donkey Kong Gountry 2
1 Yoshi's Island

5 Blood Omen: Legacy of Kain
4 Sega Bally
3 Mortal Kombat 2
2 Virtua Gop
I Virtua Fighter 2

PlayStation
5
4
3
2
1

Warhawk
Destruction Derby
Twisted Metal

Tekken

5 PO'ed
4 Primal Rage
3 Mortal Kombat 2
2 Doom
1 Bladeforce

5 Savage Reign
4 King of Fighters '95
3 Pulstar
2 World Heroes Perfect
1 Samurai Shodown ll

5 Kolibri
4 Starfleet Academy
3 Primal Rage
2 T-Mek
1 Virtua Fighter

5 Garfield: Caught in the Act
4 Mortal Kombat 3
3 Eafthworm Jim 2
2 X-Perts
1 Vector Man

IFT,TUlTIMAIEEIGA]uEE
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/ I .f lf you're an indecisive twit, move

on. NFL lnstant Replay's the real,i
rRY TH'S ONE:
A Redskin punt touches a 49er blocker downfield. A
Redsldn picks up the ball and runs into the end zone.

What's the ca!!? The
Redskins' ball; at spot ol recovery right answer could land

you and a friend in
Redskins' ball; afler 5 yd. penalty ; _,_
lrom spot ol recouery Arizona next January

for Super Bowl XXX.
TD Redsrins Hint: The conecr answer is

49ers'ball; atspotof recouery tr;t;iff[J';;'ff;':'
your local software retailer.

-.'----
';' tl G:'rr) r thing. Over 3OO full-motion video

NFL plays on PC CD-ROM, narrated

No purc hase necessa ry. Sweepstakes ends I 2/31/95.
Call I -8OO-34O-7888 for entry details.

by Pat Summerall. But it's not enough

to be right. You've got to be fast. Pitted

against the clock or a buddy, choose the

right answer and move through the

regular season, playoffs and into the

Super Bowl round. Dispute a ruling?

Consult the complete NFL rule book that's

included in hypertext form. But why?

You're a walking rule book, right? E::- PHIIIPS
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ew Orleans was the place to be on September 21st through the 23rd, Besides the fact that the city
never sleeps and the bars never close, there were games. Lots of games. The 1995 AMOA Expo fea-

tured an ocean of arcade action and all the big boys were there: Sega, Capcom, Namco, Midway and

Konami. A typical nine-to-five day consisted of tracking down info and test-driving all the best new coin

ops. After hitting the hotel for a brief recharge period at 6:OO PM, it was off to the arcades and night-

clubs. lt was a tough job, but someone had to do it!

Urnrue Gop 2

Sega has taken its
already anrazing Virtua
Cop tc the next
plateau. The sequel is-
appropriately-twice a s

fast ar-rd tvrrce as geod
looking as the original,
hut evert nrore rmpor

tantly, VC2 is twice as

rnuch fun tc play This is

largely due to sorne
intense high speed
pursuit seg
ments that,
frankly, blevu

our minds. ln

the first of three
new m issions,
you hop your VirtLra

Cop butt into your
squad car in an
attempt to thwart
the " EVL scum's jewel- E E '
heist VVhile chasing the bad
guys, the pavement blazes toward you as yc.l blast ay/ay.
shooting out their vvindshields and pickrng 'em off as they
hang out of the windcws. The sheer number of criminals and
the pace at r,vhrch they attack has L:een cranked up signifi-
cantly in VC2, and it rnakes fcr cne hell of a ti'rrill-ride.
Graphics are running at double the frame rate; Medel 2 techr

nology and 60 fps transiates intc snrooti'i-rf-nct-snrccther-
than-VF2 visuals. Background environmerrts are sLrblect tc
even greater
a mounts of
damage this time
around, too; entire
storefront plate-
glass windows can

be shattered into
oblivion Stunning

Iuov 5OO

While familian games lrke Daytona USA and Virtua Racing [-rav,e. rnr the
past, supplied gaftrers vu,rth qurickre bursts cf action lndy 500's strength lies
in its realistic, NASCAR-like racing approach Three ccur ses are prcvrded
lndianapolis Motor Speedway is a circular begrnner s track that's perfect rfcr

practicing handlrng skills Highland Racev',,ay an interrnediate ccurse, rs set
in a mountaincus envlrcnnrent and adds Jots cf tw,ists and turns rn the

prccess. Baysrde Street rs the
frnal selection and the mcst

diffrcult cf the three The
finst thing r.re ncticed \,iv,as

the fiuidrfy of the gaftie s
g ra ph rc s--l r qu id - s mcoth
Opposing cars scale
torvard ycur arrd ai^,,a)'

from you at an alnncst
r-r rrdi scernahle f ra me-
rate and the rcad
\'/nrZZeS arong ,n a n'tar
ner that"s.. ,,vel scar]
lrrCy' 500 really, makes
ycu feel lrke y'ou re cr
the racing crrcuit Some

racing fans may still prefer
the slam-bam, thank-you-

ma arn style cf ganres like
Daytona USA and Ridge Racer

but fcr a true raang sinrulatrcrr"
look nc furlher than lndy, 5CC

Frcxrrrc Urpens

Sega's latest Viftua Fighter esque
polygcn errtry lust krnd cf came out
of ncl^uhere This game lvas not
dcne on the Titan anchitecture. but
rather cn the technrcaliy rnferror

STV b,oard-and it shours.
Characters battle it out in an

enclcseC arena (which renrinded us

of the octagon seen in UFC tourna-
ments). Fighting Vipers comes
across pretty much as advertised: A polygon fighting game, with some cool
moves thrown in for good measure. ln short, it's okay, but not all that origr-
nal. At this stage of the game, isn't it time to move on?
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Ulnrun Srnrren

The three-dimensional polygon players in this coin-op are some of the best ever seen. Virtua Striker is
Sega's debut soccergame, with hyper-fast speed and killer play control. The 50" projection screen has

exceptional footlamberts, resulting in an always-bright, always-vivid picture. The game itself offers
multi-player action, so whether you're solo or with a group of friends, Virtua Striker's got you covered.

Sega has managed to land the official NSL
license for this game, so you can rest
assured that the players and teams
are the real deal.

Sponr Frsurruc

A bizarre hybrid of FN/V and...well, sport fishing, The cabinet has a genurne, hon-
est-to-goodness fishing pole attached to its front and the player uses it to reel in his
catch of the day. Visit the Caribbean
or the Pacific Ocean in search of the
"Big One" in a fierce competition
against other sportsmen. Bait selec-
tion and fishing locations are big fac-

tors necessary for victory. fhe only
initial drawback to Sport Fishing is

its primary use of Full-lv4otion Video;
it's just boring-looking. lf you can get
past that aspect of the game and
happen to be a fishing fanatic,
chances are you'li enjoy it regard-
less.

Rrur Gnnse 2

A rather fitting name considering the game is

literally and figuratively-on rails. This lndiana
Jones-style shooting/adventure game has you
(and a friend, if you like) blasting away at sinister,
nazi-like goons while cruising along in a mlne cart.

3-D, polygon-filled graphics. similar to the
ones found in the Viftua Cop series,

look impressive and the
levels themselves
are laid out to
induce acrophobia
in even the most
hardcore. The Rail

Chase 2 machine
itself is pretty cool in that it features a three-axis hydraulic mechanism under
its seat. The motions of the seat, in conjunction with onscreen direction,
give the player the sensation of movement. And even though the game
probably won't appeal to the masses, Rail Chase 2 is certainly a worthy
attempt at originality.
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Oper lce

Best described as *NHL Jam", this new coin-op has action writ-
ten all over it. Two-on-two competition is accompanied by " on
fire" specials. Even the player-select screen is stylized like NBA
Jam. Violent, fast and furious fun!

UrrrmATE Monrnr Komean 3

The definitive MK3 tune-up has arrived. Ultimate MK3 pretty much
says it all and then some, with a total of 1 6
characters, four new back-
drops, new moves and a
m ulti-player tournament
mode. Four Mortal
Kombat characters have
been resurrected for this,
the final MK3 coin-op:
Kitana, Jade, Scorpion and
Reptile. Each of the four
additional fighters have sets
of standard and special
moves unto themselves,
along with fatalities,
babalities, animalities
and friendships
Whew!
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Mnnurr $uprn Hrnors

lvlarvel Comics characters have had a notorious reputa-
ticn for being treated like shit. Whether it's television,
movies or videogames, rarely has there been justice done
to the awesome superiority of the lvlarvel Universe. That
has now ended. Expecting the worst, we were joyously
blown clean away after playing Capcom's Marvel Super Heroes fighting game. A great cast of characters-
each with their own unique powers-along with incredible, addictive play mechanics-make this game of the
show. Spider-Man, Captain America, Hulk, lron Man, Blackheart and Juggernaut are among the ten
initially-selectable fighters, and Doctor Doom and Thanos represent final boss characters. There

are lots of power-ups in lflarvel Super
Heroes, one of which is something called
" Reality Bend". Once the proper power cap'
sules are attained, Reality Bend gives a char-
acter chaotic powers which severely damage
the other fighter. The
existence of secret, hid-

den characters has been
confirmed by Capcom
and we here at ULTTMATE

Gnurn can only hope
and pray that Daredevil,
Thor, The Thing and
Ultrcn are all in there
somewhere.

0apcortt

I rri

The sequel to the hit polygon fighter Tekken
may not represent the sorl of quantLrm leap

advances made by, say, Virtua Fighter
2, but it's improved

nonetheless.
The al[:new
backdrops
look dyna-
mite and the new characters and bosses i:re
pretty cool, but what's really innovative
about T2 is Namcc's [righly original
"Character Time Helease" mechanism"
Approximately one month after the
machine is installed into the arcade, the
game will begin to spit-out new selec-
table sub-boss characters at the rate of
one per week for ten weeks. ln the
end, Tekken 2 will feature some 25

characters in its selection
screen. Obviously, tlris
translates into massive,
long-term appeal for the
game. We dig that highly.

E'#,iri,:r'.:s+,i:.i+,.. . ;:--,-==,,

The third installment cf Namco's ultra successful
race car series is awesome, to say the least. The
game's frame-rate is superb (60 fps) and it takes
about two seconds to be convinced that this is the
best race car game ever made on this or any other
planet. Blazing speed and plenty of mile-high jumps
turn Flave Racer into a sure-fire winner"
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Virtuality had its standup series
2000 arcade systems up and
running. . . sorl of , Actually, they
had sonre problems getting one
of their systems to work when I

was there, so I wasn't able to
test-drive Dactyl Nightmare 2:

Race for the Eggs I was, hcw-
ever, able to play Shoot for
Loot, Zone Hunter and Buggy
Ball, which were okay at best.
The series 2000 systems essen
tially operate on a 486 DX with
twin Motorola BB/1 10 RISC
chips running at 100 tv'1lPS

lmpressive as all that may
sound, the system needs work;
the visuals are somewhat slug-
gish and the game concepts fairly
bland. Virtuality could be on the
right track, though.

Buggy Ball

Wico, the compa-
ny long-associated
with quality,
durable game-con-
trol products, was
at the show and
had many prod-
ucts on display,
but what really wowed us was therr revo-
lutionary, patented Optic Srvitching tech-
nology. The average arcade stick operates
on a leaf-switch system, but not the Wico
360: Sir-rce it has no moving parts, it basi-
caily lasts a lifetime.

This is Jim after an all-night
drink-fest on Bourbon
Street. No, actually, this
horribly-deformed thing is

an alien from Time
Warner/Atari Games' new
coin-op, Area 51 " A blatant
"Virtua Cop wannabe-but
never-will-be" is the best
way to describe this game.
We would show you a

screenshot, but the game
is about as much fun to look at as watching someone
hang wallpaper, and we'd rather make better use of
magazine space for imporlant stuff like sexy game girls!

Speaking of sexy game girls, we snapped this picture
of Kitana posing near one of the booths. Coincidence?
We think not.

The Sega booth
was really
smokin'-mainly
due tc fantastrc
new games like
lndy 5O0

Wnnr W: Dtotr'r S=r

Sources have indicated to us that Capconr \veren't the
only ones with a Marvel Comrcs frghting game

Appurently, one company decided not tc Lrnverl rts v,er-

sion of the game: a-get thrs-3D Marvel Comrcs
fighting gamel Throughout the shovy, we tracked dorvn

pieces of information regarding this sub.1ect, and by
the third and final day. evidence was pointing to none

other than Sega lt seems that Capcofii s av/esome
fighter may have intinridated Sega" hence the no-

shcw. Speaking of Capcom, there u/as no srgn of the
third installnrerrt of Street Fighter. althcugh vue u/ere

told rn a roundabout way that number three rs defrnitetry
on rts way Virtua Fighter 3 (or 3D) was nowhere to
be seen. A Sega rep assured us that, not only has it

been under vvay for months, it's practically finished!
This same rep then vyent cn tc describe lrow the dif-

ferences between VF2 and VF3 are even mcre
astounding than the drfferences between the first and
second games. Wowl Considering that the frrst game
lvas such a huge success. we were expecting tc see

a Primal Rage sequel as rvell lnside sources tell
Ulttuare Gar'aen that a second Primal Rage coin-op is

in the development stages, but that we shouldn't
expect anything before Sprrng. And as long as we re

on the topic of fighting games, we might as well point
out that there was no sight of Killer lnstinct 2, either,

but you can bet your ass lvlidway is workir-rg on it.

&uFEr\rE Eac=n

Don't let the bizarre-looking contraption fool you.
Alpine Racer is a whole lot of fun. No matter
what was going on at the show, there was always
a crowd gathered near the Alpine Racer
machines The combination of projection-screen
TV, ski poles and pivoting foot pedestals gives
the player a true sense of motion. The courses
are laid-ot-rt well and speeding tl-irough the
slopes is a blast.
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Dear Umruarr GRuen,

Congratulations on such a good maga-
zine. The September issue was my first
and I subscribed right away. The ques-
tion I have for you is, what's the deal
with Nintendo? We already have one
machine that's cartridge-based and 64-
bit, and the system and games are
sorry! Am I supposed to believe that
Nintendo can produce a sound chip that
could compare to a CD? Or that they've
developed "new storage compression
technology" that would be any better
than the storage capability or capacity
of a CD? No Way! I don't buy it (and I

probably won'D. I think what Nintendo
fans are going to do is wait... (what will
seem like forever) just to finally own
another Atari Jaguar-otherwise known
as the Ultra 64.

Jim ffhe Pizza man) D'Piazza
New Poft Richey, FL

Dear Umruare GarueR,

I'm a big fan of the Ultra 64 and I was
wondering if it was going to come out in
April '96. There was a rumor that it was
coming out in July '96. Do you have
any idea how much the system is going
to cost and what the controllers will
look like (pictures please, if you have
them)? Additionally, how much will
games like Killer Instinct and

Grusin' USA cost?
Marcos Marinoni
Downsview, Ont.

News on the Ultra remains scarce, but
we'll do our best to clarify. lt's under-
standable that you're a bit skeptical,
Pizza Man, but comparing the abilities
of Nintendo's latest effort to the Jag is

not at all fair. While both systems are
indeed cart- based , the U ltra will truly
possess monstrous., 64-bit power.

Remember that 3DO, PlayStation and

Saturn are all 32-bit consoles, but that

doesn't mean they all deliver the same
results. The processing architecture of
each game system largely dictates what
it's capable of. "Sorry" Ultra games?

We don't think so. Nintendo has a huge
library of well-known titles like, um..,

uh.., oh, yeah-that little game called
Mario. As far as Ultra's cartridge-based
sound and compression techniques go,
we doubt that the third most profitable
company in all of Japan would decide
on a format that wasn't going to work.
Marcos, we've been told by Nintendo
itself that in November, the Shoshinkai
event (held yearly in Japan) will herald
the official debr-rt of the Ultra 64. Not
only that, but there will be one hundred
kiosks set up on the showroom floor
and ten finished-FlNlSH ED-Ultra
titles. The game cartridges are going to
be costly, though, there's no two ways
about it. Be prepared to pay close to
100 bucks a cart. lt seems like an outra-
geous price to pay for a video game but
then again, it may be worth every penny

and then some! As for the controllers,
ask and ye shall receive!

tu#ffi ffi#Hffi.ffi ffiewryrcffid
Dear Umrraare GaurR,
I'm a proud Saturn owner. I think that
it's a much better system than the Sony
Playstation. For one thing, Sega will
always be a true champion in RPG and
in sports games! Second of all, Sega
has much more experience in the video

game industry and technology. I mean,
Sony will say anything about its system
to make you buy it. It just pays maga-
zines to say how good its product is.
Honestly, Sony's not going to last very
long. Remember when we first heard
about the Atari Jaguar; we all thought
that was going to be the best and that it
was going to last a long time. Boy! I

feel sorry for Jaguar owners! So before
you plan to buy a Sony PIayStation,
think and ask yourself which companies
have lasted and stayed the healthiest.
Sony is always trying to have every-
thing, but now it's going to go up
against the big boys, such as Sega and
Nintendo. Good luck! Since the Saturn
has three 32-bit risc processors that
means it's about 80 to 90 Mhz, because
they all run simultaneously, right? Well
people, it wouldn't hurt to spend the
extra $1 00 bucks to buy a Saturn rather
than a PlayStation! Because as far as
I'm concerned, Saturn kicks ass!

Joel Leang
Chicago, lL

Joel, the bottom Nine is this: A game
system's wolth is directly related to its
software. While there are loads of
cross-over games available for both the
Saturn and PlayStation (Street
Fighter The Movie, NBA Jam TE,
etc), each one offers titles exclusive to
its console. Sony has Tekken and

@HH[T#



Sega has Virtua Fighter. Yes, Sega
has years of experience in the industry,
and that's important, but don't forget
that Sony has been actively pursuing
the market since its dealings with
Nintendo back in '88. The Super NES

CD add-on which the two companies
collaborated on never materialized. but
Sony refused to give up. The company's
done its homework-and it shows.

SHAME, SHAME
Dear Umuarr GAurn,
You guys are doing a bang-up job. lt's
nice to know there's a magazine not
catering to the little kiddies. With the
language you guys use, and the com-
mentary (ie. "Games With Guns" and
"Ultimate Taboo" issue 2), |m surprised
those sticklers and parent organizations
aren't on you like flies on shit. ! love it.
You guys report it like it is, each game's
strengths along with its weaknesses,
without cutesy pictures. I was wonder-
ing if they have any adult games for
home-video game systems? I'm debat-
ing whether to get the infamous U-64,
PlayStation, Saturn or the Jag. What's
your opinion? Does EA Spofts have any-
thing planned for football this year?
How about the competition? You guys
are really great. lt looks like I will be a

subscriber. Keep up the good work.
F. Siggel

Buffalo, NY
Thanks for the accolades. There are a

number of adult games available for sys-
tems like Saturn and 3DO. You just have

to look a little bit (pardon the expres-
sion) harder. When deciding on which
system to purchase, our stance has

always been this: Take a good long look
at the game libraries of each console.
The system which offers the stuff that
turns you on the most is your best bet.
EA has put the finishing touches on
Madden '96 (it looks white-hoO and

32-bit sports competition will, for the

most part, come in two forms. lnterplay
has its VFI Sports lineup and Crystal D
has its own Championship Sports label.

BLOIITIN AWAY
Dear Urrrruare GaMER,

At 6:30 AM on September gth, ! took my
place in line at my local game store to
pick up my shiny new PlayStation and
six games. Imagine how blown away I

was when I got home and discovered
how cool the pack-in demo disc was!
Twelve games-and four of 'em
playable! What a great idea. Sony has
far exceeded my expectations.

That night, I had two friends over;
both casual gamers. Ten minutes after I

turned the power on, these guys were
going nuts! I didn't even try to sell them
on the system-they took one look at
Toshinden, Tekketr, Twisted Metal
and Ridge Racer and then proceeded
to yap for the rest of the night about
how badly they wanted to go out and
buy their own PlayStation. Seeing is
believing!

Thomas Hornsby
Erie, PA

You're right, Thomas. Word of mouth is
going to be one of Sony's most effective
forms of advertising, that's for sure.

Madden '96 should satisfy PlayStation

spofts nuts. This version is everything the
3DO version was hoped to be and more.

UTIIMAIEIiEI
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ffiffiffi w&ffiT #tuTpffiffi€"ffi J&ffiW&ffiru. re-mm gen gaming. What do you think?
Adam Hayward

East Windsor, CT

Dear Urruarr GaueR,
ljust finished reading your interview
with Atari's Sam Tramiel in the
November UG. Three things in it really
irked me.

One: Sam conveniently dodged the
question about why there's no third-
party support by saying that third-party
companies "have to take huge risks
with inventory and expensive caftridge
stocks.'o No, really?l Gee, that's unique!
The real answer is because no one
believes in them any more. Two: The
thing about the guy who wrote them the
letter smeared with "! love Atari" all
over it made me nauseous. I bet they've
(Atari) got that one framed on the wall
somewhere at the office. Three: So Sam
paid $250 for a VCR, big deal! ln this
world, you get what you pay for. I know
many, many people who go out of their
way not only to get the best price, but
the best quality, too. lf I want a bare-
bones, no remote, big-as-a-tank VCR,
l'!l pick a $129 unit. But if I want a Hi-Fi
Stereo VCR with built-in VCR-Plus and
learning remote and I see it sitting on
the shelf at K-Mart priced at $179, I

know something's not quite right. There
are just different products for different
markets.

I guess my point is that Atari doesn't
need to worry one bit about the compe-
tition putting them out of business...
they're doing a fine job of screwing
themselves !

John Bledsoe
San Diego, CA

We get more Ietters regarding Jaguar
than any other system- Why? Because
Jagua!' readers are a very loyal bunch,
but apparently they're not too happy
with the level of support they're receiv-
ing from Atari. One piece of good news
for Atari owners is the "free upgrade"
Atari has given them. The Jaguar is now
being officially referred to as the Jaguar
64, although close inspection will reveal
that the main processor of the Jaguar is
categorically not a 64-bit chip. Atari
claims that the Jaguar operates under
"64-bit architecture" meaning the com-
bination of graphics and sound math
processing produces 64-bit results. This
claim has been widely disputed in the
past, but nobody has categorically
proven-to our satisfaction, at least-
whether the Jaguar is a 64-bit machine
or not.

Dear UmrunrE GAMEn,

Hey, guys! Nice mag. I'm seriously con-
sidering purchasing a PlayStation, but I

am very concerned about import com-
patibility. You see, I happen to be a big
import game freak. I've got close to a
thousand bucks worth of impoft games
and I want a PlayStation more than any-
thing. Does the U.S. console run impoft
games? I heard that there's a way to do
it, but no one seems to know exactly
how. Do I need to have a switch
installed, or what? lf the American
PlayStation does not run imports, then I

will be forced to spring for a more
expensive Japanese console. I hope you
guys print this letter because your
answer is vital. Thanks.

Curtis Lowder
San Marcos, TX

The people want to know the truth!
Well, Curtis, as far as the PlayStation's
import compatibility is concerned, the
U.S. PlayStation does not run imports-
at least, not legitimately. Let's just say
that all you need is a paper clip and a

copy of an American PlayStation CD to
get it to work. While we have tested the
validity of this trick, and it works, we do

not-repeat-Do NOT recommend this
procedure, as it may wear out the CD
drive motor. Have funl

ryr&ffim( ffiffi

ryH&WTffiffi'ffifi-
Dear Urrnltarg Gaurn,
Yes, it's my real name, but I'm not that
dork on TV. ! have two questions. One,
why are the CDs for the PlayStation
black on the backside? Are they any dif-
ferent than normal-looking CDs? Two,
what's up with Sony's D-Pad on the
ccintrollers? I know it's not strictly 4-
directional, but it Iooks and feels inferi-
or; kind of like the one on an old NES or
Duo controller.

Joey Lawrence
Yonkers, NY

The primary reason PlayStation CDs
look the way they do is because no one
else has black CDs. Besides, they look
cool. Actually, it may have more to do
with copy-protection. We're not sure
what the reasoning is behind Sony's
controllers, though. Personally, I prefer
the D-Pad on the Genesis controllers
(the Saturn D-Pad feels cheap). By the
way, we're glad to know that you're not
that dork on TV.

Dear Umunrr GArurn,
Judging by your interview with Sam
Tramiel in the November issue of UG, !

have to say that I have a renewed faith
in the company. Atari has been viewed
as the bad apple in the barrel for a long
time and yes, some of this was brought
on by itself. But now it appears that
they know what they've got to do to get
ahead (Jag CD, Jaguar 2) and I'm start-
ing to get pretty excited 

Kevin Dunrop
Wantagh, NY

Dear UmruarE GauER,
ln regards to ongoing comments made
in Umvtarg GaMER about the Atari
Jaguar, I just want to say that as long
as you take it at face value, the Jag as a

system does not disappoint. For a
measly $149, lou get a pretty powerful
piece of hardware. Besides that, there
are cedain Jag games which are

unbelievably bitchin' like T2OOO, Ultra
Vortek and Doom. Face it, Jaguar
rules, fools!

Darren McDowell
Bridgeton, MO

Dear Umunrg GAMTR,

I cannot believe Sam Tramiel actually
thinks anyone in their right mind is
going to give a rat's ass about the
upcoming "Jaguar 2" system. As if it
wasn't bad enough that people like
myself got sucked into their line of BS
with the origina! Jaguar; now they're
developing another one? Come on! By
the time they finish production on their
new system, Sega, Sony and Nintendo
will all but have crushed the ever-lovin'
life out of Atari's hopes for success.
Even 3DO and its M2 have a better
chance. Trip Hawkins may have made a

few errors, and the machine may have
been far too expensive, but 3DO has
proven to be a valid platform for next-
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DON'T CALL US,
WE'LL CALL YO[J..,
Dear Umuare GmeR,
! consider myself to be a pretty creative
individual, and I have thoroughly
enjoyed playing video and computer
games for a good many years. What I'd
like to know is, how does one get
involved in the creative process with
gaming companies? I would really love
to work for a company like Williams or
Namco. My computer skills aren't the
greatest at the moment, but boy, have I

got some good ideas! I would really like
to take a shot at being on a game-

development team.
Gabriel Seager

Watsonville, CA
There are two ways to get into the
industry. You can go to school (even a

game design school) or you can present
a company with some talent they can't
do without. Some people go ahead and
design games completely before sub-
mitting or selling them to software pub-
!ishers. Some companies will take on
junior staff, but you do have to have a

marketable and demonstrable skill.

GIMME GIMME
MORE PREVIEWS
Dear Uunuarr GamEn,

I'm going to be honest. At first, I didn't
know what to think of your new mag,
because there are so many out there
already. But after reading your
November issue from cover to cover, I

have to admit: I am impressed. The
review section is the absolute best I

have ever seen, with loads of screen-
shots and a healthy dose of informa-
tion, along with a seemingly fuir opinion
of how good (or bad) the games are.
The only thing I'd like to see in your

mag in the future is more previews. I

really want to see as much new product
as possible in advance, so I know what
to expect.

One last thing: ls VF 2 for the
Saturn really going to run at 60 frames
per second, or is that just a load?

Doug Arnold
Fergus Falls, MN

Thanks Doug.',Load"... heh, heh... you
said "!oad"... Anyway, we're building up
the previews section and we agree with
you. We too want to see the latest
games before everyone else, and to
that end, we scour the globe looking for
hot new titles. Previews are very impor-
tant. but you should also remember that
with the ridiculous price of games,
reviews are also of paramount impor-
tance. As reviewers. we have to be very
careful to keep things in perspective.
We always remember that we get the
games for free. lt's easy to think a

mediocre game represents value for
money when you didn't actually pay for
it. but if you spend 60 bucks because of
a review you read in a magazine and
find out it sucks, you'll probably come
looking for us.

VF 2 tor Saturn will indeed run at 6O fps.
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of much scares me you know- I'm

tough, see? Hard as nails. l'm so

tough I thought The Exorcist was

an educational movle. l'm so tough I

thought Friday the Thirteenth was a pub-

lic holiday. I eat gravel and spit

rocks.Hesident Evil, however, made me,

quite literally, pee my pants. Vfhy?

Because it's scary, that's why.

lrdy macho posturing was cut short by

the game's all-pervading sense of men-

ace. The creepy music, the atmospheric

graphics and the horrifying plotline are

enough to turn your hair white.

Now, the programmers of Alone Jn

The Dark will probably lose their minds

when they read this next part. Resident

Evil takes the same basic premise, im-

proves on it vastly, and adds gameplay

features that the original could have used

in the first place.

The result is a highly derivative game

that still has a true feeling of onginality. ln

terms of game physics, Resident Evil

takes polygon character movement to

new levels. ln this early preview version,

there's only one playable character, but

he looks kind of like a smoother, more

realistic Tekken fighter.

. The graphics

. Ths sound

" Thc gameplay

. Don't be ridiculous, this game ir
going to be incredible. At this
point there are only strcngths.

$"bt,}ff." $ r:: $:i
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As you move frorn room to room, the
" camera " angle switches to show the

action from a different perspective. This

not only affects the look and style of the

garne, but the garneplay too. Your char-

acter control is very simple, but getting

used to the sudden switches in orlenta-

tion may take a Iittle getting used to. Ba-

sically, you can rotate your character,

move forwards or backwards, or aim a

weapon. Forward is always a tap on the

up key, so that's your main bearing,

The music and sound effects that

Oh. What a nice-looking house. I
hope there are no foul-smelling

zombies wandering around.

Take that, you
filthy, despi-
cable undead
scum. Ah€m.

I r'till: \

I
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Can you eonnect the dot?

O

If so, you're probably smart enough to figure out

that paying $149 for a 64-bit Jaguar makes more

sense than paying over $300 for a 32-bit system.
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Explosions and high-
speed crashes galore.

Hron OcreNe adds some much-
needed ultra-violence to the

rather staid racing gsnre.
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l'lake that,

you
twisted

alien
SpacG-

freaks. Eat
plutonium
death, or

something.".,:':'.'-a:---.=;.,.! lectronic Ads isn't too famous for
::=.:::,-=:=.=: ShOOt-'em-UpS. lt'S famOUS fOf all
:.'=.*==1] kinds of other things, like sports

games and simulations and just about

ything else, but not shooters.even

EAs decision to publish Viewpoint on

the PlayStation is a pretty odd one. The

game originally appeared on the Neo

Geo system from a very nice company

, called American Sammy. The Japanese

division of this company is just called

Sammy. I think that's a pretty cool name

for a company. lt would be nice if h/i-

crosoft changed their name to "Dave" or
IBM changed their name to " Missy. " No

more high-powered corporate nonsense.
'l'd like a can of Mike Cola,' you could

say, or, 'Could I please have a bar of
Kevin?' That'd be neat.

However, that's not generally the way

of things, and besides, it's totally nonsen-

sical. Back to the issue at hand, which in

this particular case is a vastly improved

shoot-'em-up.

Basically, this is the same as the Neo

Geo veqsion, but the PlayStation's amaz-

to good use. All of the explosions and

special effects from the original game

have been beefed up substantially and all

of the original backgrounds have been re-

drawn totally from scratch.

All of this gives View-

point's latest incarnation a

completely fresh visual ap-

peal.

The gameplay has

changed not a jot, how-

ever. Viewpoint owes a lot

to a now ancient Sega

coin-op called Zaxxon, a

shooter set in space and

featuring a similar forced-

perspective 3-D, ahem,

viewpoint.

ln Zaxxon you could

adjust the altitude of your

spacecraft. This is not an

option in Viewpoint and

this is where the games

have marked differences.

ln Viewpoint, the game-

play is much clearer.

One of the things that

makes Viewpoint a little

more interesting than the

average shoater is the in-

clusion of almost puzzle-

like elements. Although

hardly taxing mentally,

they are slightly more of a
challenge than the usual

t

,'t{

r Shartr graphics
e Shartr gameplay
. Rocking soundtrark
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t tsr.
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a polygon in sight
levels

Goodness,
gracious,
great balls of
ltuel

t
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difficulty rating
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The forced isometric viewpoint
can be a little confusing, but it
makes the game that bit morc

interesting to play.

Clever bad
gnys and ob-
stacles make
Vtewpor.n a
winner.

whirling bad guys. These elements in-

clude gates that have to be blasted

open, giant clockwork cogs that must

be moved to allow progress and

morphing structures that pop up at the

most inconvenient moments.

Now, one of the things that should

definitely be mentioned when you're

talking about Viewpoint is its almost

insane difficulty level. Fortunately this

has been retained in the conversion to
PlayStation. Viewpoint is still one of the

most difficult shooters around.

The graphics actually add to the

challenge, with explosions sometimes

obscuring the action. Safe routes have

to be negotiated through levels, while

you're constantly fending off attacks

from alien fighters. lt's very tough stuff.

You're given a more than healthy

supply of weapons to squeeze you

through the darker reaches of space

and these are all extremely similar to

the suite of weapons found in lrem's

B-Type. The

weapons may

lack originality,

but the bad guys

don't. surpns-

ingly. They

include a weird

and wonderful assortment of biological

and non-organic hazards.The patterns

of movement this crowd follows are half

the charm of the game. Just when you

think you know where a bad guy's

headed, he'll turn back on himself and

give you a nasty photon shock.

There are a couple of hidden secrets

scattered through Viewpoint, but this
game is aimed directly at a very hard

core of shoot-'em-up fans who prefer

their action to be straightforward and

uncomplicated. Not a polygon or a 3-D

routine in sight, and it's all the more

welcome for that,

-Frank 
O'Connor

,f "' -.4 =

Game Viewpo int
Format: Sony PlayStation
Publisher: Electronic Arts
Game Style, Shootcr
Completion Statust i, , .

Release data 't-Ei.rir

Price: r .
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A large choice of
tracks give the

game much-needed
variety and depth.

The
Japane se

saloon
cars ar€

tricky to
handle

on tight
curves

like this
one.

Amazing tcxture
mapped graphics
set the scene
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Gameplay, although much the
same as any other racing game,
has been tweaked and tuned to
present a unique experience for
the player.

on the rear for coming up with the least

awe-inspiring title of the year, but it

should be commended for sheer techni-

cal brilliance. Atlus has always been

pretty much a secondary force in the

world of video games, releasing a steady

stream of quality titles without ever set-

ting the world on fire. The company has

enjoyed success with titles like Power

lnstinct, but nothing to match the sheer

force of companies like Namco or Cap-

com. High Velocity may tum out to mark

a change in direction for Atlus. The game

has received a tremendous reception

from impatient Satum owners, who've
long been waiting for a half-decent racer

to grace their machine.

The car handling is the only thing

that's questionable about this otherwise

faultless title. Now, we can't say for sure

how the finished game will shape up, but

the early game we tried with the provi-

sional car suffered from the same control

problerns as the Saturn version of Day-

tona. The car appears to lack

torque and takes corners

badly when using a jolpad.

This problem will be remedied

in two ways. One is the
inclusion of support for the

Satum steering wheel and

the other is a large selection

of different cars, each with its

own specific strengths and

weaknesses. One of the few

games to achieve a real level of harmony

with joypad control was Namco's Ridge

Racer. The weight and steering ratio on

the car felt perfect, with more feed being

given to the steering as the curves

sharpened, lf I was in charge of produc-

ing a driving game for any system, the

first thing I'd do would be to rip off the

Namco code for joypad control.

That said, Atlus has taken a distinct

and enjoyable approach to its racer and

the results are very impressive. Daytona

owners will probably be very excited by

what is in many respects a far superior

title. Atlus managed to produce this

game without using the new graphics

library that was given out to developers

by Sega of Japan, so irnagine what

they'll be capable of when they get hold

of the new stuff,

A smoother, faster sequel to High

Velocity seems almost certain, and

game number one is set to be a winner.

Frank O'Connor

>

Gamlc: High Velocity
Foma& Sega Satum
ftrblishen Atlus
Game SSer Racing
Completion Status: 7O7"

Relcase data January
Price TBA

The final game will
feature a few surprises.

UITIMATE filnriAnnEBE
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of the same game in the

The Japanese simply can't get
enough of this kind of fighting

Darkstalkers

mighty Virtua

arcades. lt has no problems with sales

either. Capcom arcade garnes, regard-

less of how repetitive they seem at first,

are among, the biggest-selling arcade

machines on Earth.

fire winners.

The good news for Play$tation own-

ers is that Capcom seems to have trans-

lated the'coin-op perfectly, right down to
the smallest detail. Umruare GauER's

The combination of secret
bosses and new fighting

made this and its sequel sure-

resident Darkstalkers expert

get himself in quite a state whenits

UlTIMITT
GAN'IEB

,

Fabulous special moves are the order
of the day, all very much like those

found in Srnerr FrcmrrR.

iFlP SAOC

I

characters
graphics

Monsters from
around the globe.

Frermn



Colorful back-
grounds and great
eharacters galore. 'ffi* 
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that every character, move ancl graphrc

had been flawlessly translated. He was

even more excited tc discover that

Capcom has translated the sometimes

hideously cheesy soundtrack in its

cacophon ic entirety.

Now this game's appeal lres squarely

rn the eyes of Street Fighter fans. lf you

don't like the standa rd 2-D fighting

genre, then this has nothing new to offer.

*

LIE **
r*.. -.".rab-.."V'

lf you do like this kind of thing then you'll

be more than thrilled to discover that the

game contains cool things like luggltng,
combos, combo-breakers and all manner

of other fighting-related f un.

Considering the wealth of 3-D fighters

that are already available for next gen-

eration platforms, it s an indication of

Capcom's confidence in the strength of

the Darkstalkers brand-name that it
should release this game

at all.

Personally. lthink the

game is excellent. lt has a

charm and appeal born of

rt rf

-

C (rlSG--.- . T

real desrgn talent and a genrrine lcve cf
horror movies. The gameplay rs smooth,

fluid and involving You really want to see

the ending for each character and for that

reason, this is a good one-player game.

-Frank O'Connor

Game .

Format:
Publisher:
Game Style:
Completion Statusr
Relcase date:
Pricel
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The backgrounds are
extrcmely detaaled.

This gam€ is called
oVampns" in the Land of

the Rising Sun.
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G ome things in life are destined to

S remain a mystery. Like, why did
lE o..r. wa*<? vvny ooes reo r\opper

look like Alfred E. Neuman? And why do

most flight sims make me fall right to

sleep? I don't know. Maybe I just don't
want to know. All I do know is this, Wing
Arms from Sega broke the stereotypical

to playing these realistic, buttons-and-

gauges-out-the-butt flight simulators is

but in the world of video games, who has

the patience to roam around through the

clouds for half an hour just to dogfight an

enemy for two minutes? That's how a lot

of these games operate-and that sucks.

I want action. I want death, destruction

and utter mayhem. And if I don't get it, I

feel cheated out of my 60 bucksl Call me

shallow, but that's how I feel.

even gives a

a run for its

values

polygon build

be a bit more varied
gameplay

e [s usual, times make mc crazy

I
I$atlrrn

carriers and the like. The Al of the ene-

mies is dead-on, oftentimes making you

feel as if someone is truly attempting to
snuff out your life. There is a multitude of
aircraft to select from, too-so many, you

may never become completely bored

with the game. And the music? The

music, my friends, is absolutely without

peer; in fact, it's a full-on orchestral sym-

phony, complete with massive crescen-

to be a hit.

happens and the

in some strange
way, Saturn owners can do themselves a

big favor: Buy this game when it comes

out. Unless, of course, your idea of a

good time is flying around with nothing to

do.
.-Jim Loftus

Gamc Style Flight
Complqtion Statusr
Releat€ datel

re real to a fault.

me dogfight, it may cators. The missions are exciting, with
you see some action, excellent end-level bosses like aircraft

Straffing runs are the most etfeclive
tactic when trying to take out big bosses.

Hey,let's not get
kamikazee!

\\ *a- I
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Whether you love the Jaguar or

absolutely despise its existence,

Tempest 2000 scored a direct hit with

gamers all over the world back in 1994,

and the main man behind that little
project was none other than the

aforementioned Mr. Minter.

Minter's latest cartridge effort,

Defender 2000, has been in develop-

ment for nearly a full year now, and judg-

ing by what we've seen and played of
the game so far, it's a safe bet that he

won't be standing in the unemployment

line any time soon. That's not to say

Defender 2000 contains the same

magical, addictive formula which made

Tempest 2000 the hit it was-because it

doesn't-but the game seems nonethe-

less very playable, and after all, that's

what counts, right?

. Techno-rave soundtrack

. lmpressive Boss characters

. Autofire makes killing even morc fun

r Been there, done that
. More colorful paletts would be nice
. High difficulty level may drive you nuts

The original Defender coin-op from

Williams was a veritable quarler magnet

back in the early '80s. For the '90s ver-

sion, we get the original arcade mode,

along with souped-up " Plus " and
"2000" modes. Now for the details.

First, the "Plus" and "2000" modes will

offer two Al droids for assistance in

mopping-up the bad guys. Second,

those little helpless guys scurrying

along the bottom of the playfield (whom

you might remember from the original)

can now be scooped up and daisy-

chained to the bottom of your

ship for added firepower. Third,

weapons upgrades will allow

for new methods of mass-

destruction; along with stan-

dard smart bombs (Defender),

there are inviso (Stargate) and

lightning lasers (Atari SD.
Bonus rounds? You got 'em!

Music? Let's just say that the

same team responsible for
Tempest 2000's incredible tech

no-rave soundtrack have had

very little spare time on their

Ja{rar

hands lately.

Wrth 3-D rendered graphics, numer-

ous unique gameplay elements and

parallax scrolling out the yin-yang,

Defender 2000 should be hot enough to

please even the most demanding Jaguar

owners. Heck, there may even be a

hidden llama or two in there!

-Jim Loftus

llr

DEFENDEN 2OOO

A tari owes much of its recent suc-

cess---or rather, rts survival-to
a man named Jeff Minter.

Game:
Format:
Publisher:
Game Stylcr
Completion Status:
Release date:
Price:

Defender 2000
Jaguar

Atari
Sheotcr
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The more
grunts you

rescue,
the more
firepower

you attain.
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The Lightning Laser
from the Atari ST

version of Dsrsxorn.

Notice the high level
of graphic detail.
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Areno footboll meels Generol Potton.

You choose o tonk" You lood up on

firepower. You enter the oreno. You

try lo s(ore gools while opponents try

to blosl you lo hell ond bock lt s o

sport where o (up doesn t offer much

proteclion.

I t;

t;

m H{t
'Look! Up in the ski! lti o rocketl'

l(o rt i o gron'n mon in iery snug

tighls Meel (optorn 0uozor - the

burnbling superhero u'ilh povvers for

beyond rnortol rnen (ond broins for

belo*) Bottte e*iidoers wlth on

orsenol of u'eopons ond the wits of

the witless (optorn
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r lt Sorneone left rnore thon their heort in

5on Froncisro. lt s hidden treosure
, ond no Tony Eennett oround lo help

, y0u locole il. Deciphen puzzles s(0ur

' for clues omonost the 3000 beoutiful

vroterrolor imofies of the (ity by the

Boy' Like MYSI? You ll love this
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Like greol spoce rombot ond bitchin'

weopons? So do we. As hero Derek

Freemon, you must locote storships

ond brove pilots to fight some surly

oliens. 0f course, rhqi entoils shooiing

fie oreen snol oul of them. (on'l we

oll live in peoce ond hormony? ln o

word, no.
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WA
:r an there really be any moral prob-

lem with killing dead people? I

at

mean, they're already dead, aren't

they? \rVhat harm could there possibly be

in whacking them with a great big sword.
Personally. I think that anyone who runs

around scaring people after they're dead

is just asking for it.

Skeleton Warriors gives you the

chance to whack as many dead guys as

you like with a very big sword. lt takes its

inspiration from Ruy Harryhausen movies

as well as Sam Raimi's The Evil Dead"

The gameplay however, is one

percent Rastan Saga.

It's very simplistic stuff. you play the
part of a warrior on a mission to destroy
the ar:mies of the dead and generally sort
good from bad. There's probably a beauti-

ful princess involved somwhere along the

line too. What makes this difterent to the
other games of this ilk is the graphics.

Skeleton Warriors is nothing short of a
masterpiece. It's been a long time since a
platform game looked so good that you

had to play it just to see what the next

level looked like. This is just such a game.

The backgrounds are suitably hellish

and disturbing, with more than a hint of

the now cliched

Giger appeal. The

sprites are

equally cool, with

some of the best

animation we've

ever seen on a
game of this kind.

Sega actually un-

more conventional game styles, with all

the emphasis on 3-D these

lf nothing else, Skeleton

can teach an old

There are literally

dozens of weird creatures for you

to practice your sword skills on,

each with their own unique

attack. Of course, you have some pretty

unique defensive moves of your own and

you can upgrade your sword, as well as

collect a couple of other nifty weapons.

Learning to fight properly is about half

the battle. Although your character is re-

sponsive, he's no Bruce Lee and tinT ing

becomes an essential part of your plan of

of

backgrounds
animated spritcr

mugrc

Does the expression, "Behind
you" mean anything to you?

Yes? Well turn around and
take a look,

NTIUTTIMIIEEI GAfT'IEE



Creepy castles house
the dead guys.

attack. Random presses of your sword

button just aren't good enough.

The creepy soLrndtrack suits the action

perfectly, with a nice mixture of eerie

music and somber sound effects. Each

level has its own distinctive theme,

creating a very specific atmosphere for
you to play within.

So you could level some criticism at

this game. Apart from the gory graphics

and the special effects, what does this

1t--: : * '

game really achieve? Well, the fact is that

we already liked this kind of game a

whole lot a long time before 32-bit tech-

nology arrived and we still like this kind of

game. lf the development of Skeleton

Warriors continues to improve, this

could be a classic to rank up there with

the likes of Rastan Saga and Shinobi.

And the amazing thing is that it has bet-

ter graphics and a better pedigree than

either of those two games.

So, put on your leathers and your

arrnor, pop a crucifix round your neck and

let's head down to the graveyard, where

there are zombies waiting to be killed.

-Frank O'Connor

*-

Game Skeleton Warriors
Fornat: Sega Saturn
htblisher: Playt'tates
Game 5$e Platfarm
Completion Statusr 8ff%
Release data TBA

Pricer $so

Rendered
graphics

set the
scene for

a show-
dovrn

with the
armies of
the dead.
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Unless he's breakdancing in this
picture, I think our hero is

probably in quite a lot of trouble.

more powerf,ul in the 3-D departrrrent

than the 3DO, so you'd think that EIec-

tronic Arts would take advantage of this
power and increase the visual appeal of
the PlayStation version. Well. to a certain

extent they have, but for some reason,

oad Rash was one of the all-time

greats for the Sega Genesis. lts

combination of (at the time) in-

credible graphics, cool motorbikes and

violent gameplay made it one of the

biggest Genesis games ever. That

success was emulated on a smaller

scale when the vastly improved 3DO
version arrived. Wonderful graphics

and far more detail-an exceptionally

attractive game.

The Play Station is, of course, far

. Classic Rono

. Smoother

the game still looks rernar{<ably li,ke

the 3DO game. The graphics are
shar;cer and more detailed and the
frame rate is almost doubled.

are all dramatic enhancements

indeed, but they just don't make it

look that much better
One thing that has improved is the

control system. Basically, the PlayStation

control pad is far rnore suited to this kind

of thing than the SDO pad ever was. The

bike responds faster, the fighting is easier

to rnanuy* and the whole feel of the
garne is improved as a result.

The garneplay has remained intact and

unchanged, though. You have to try and

f,inish the race first, by fair means or foul.

Different racers are out to get you, and

they all have very distinctive stytes of
fighting and racing. You'll soon re-

alize that it's almost

complete a race without at

crippling one of your

Being the fastest simply
good enough.

Speed helps though, and to
that end you can ,uRgrade your

motorcycle by winning races and

earning the money required to

wheels. Once you

expensive bike, you'll be pretty much un-

beatable, but getting to that point is the
hard part. Fload Rash is a big, challenging

and ultimately thrilling racing game and

would be a classic on any platform,

PlayStation or 3DO
*Frank O'Connor--l 

I Lll lr\ \-., \-rL

Gamer ftaad flash
Formatr Sony Play5tation
Publishen Elsetromiq ,&rts
Game Styla ftaelmq
Completion Statcsr
R,elease date:
Price:

High spced fighting,
anyone?

sllr I

I
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. Nice

YGrSton the fastest, most
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lll
ls this
the PC's

answer
to fuoae
Racrn?
Certainly
looks
that way,

doesn't
it?

Speed and detail are all-
important in the modern
racing game and Scnrarqen

has both in spades.

$c

C owners may at last rejoice,

because now they can call up

their PlayStation-owning pals and

say, " I have a game that looks and

plays almost as well as Bidge Racer-

3nd I can play Doorn and you can't'.
Of course, the PlayStation player

will immediately pipe up, 'Bugger off. I

have Ridge Flace, which is a bit faster

and more playable than Screamer-
and Doom on the PlayStation is better

than Doom on thc PC.
'Oh, it is is it] the PC owner will

reply, " I bet you tun't do your accounts

or plot star-system positions on your

stoopid PlayStation, can you?"
'Nor would I want to, you specky-

four-eyed geek" comes the reply, "You

can take your PC, your soundcard and

your hideously complicated system and

stick 'em where the sun don't shine"

Although this conversation is point-

less and will no doubt end in tragedy, it

does highhght the lack of action racers

on the rc. Screamer addresses this

rather glaring omission from the PC

games catalog and goes a long way to
fixing the problem. It's a beautifully fast

and detailed (on an adequate PC, that

is) racing game, very much in the vein

of Ridge Flacer and to a lesser ex-

tent, The Need For Speed. The

soundtrack, graphics and general

presentation of the game are very
very reminiscent of the new gen-

eration of consoles and suit the

proceeding to a tee. This is

gonna be big.

-Frank 
O'Connor

. Console-style plryability
o Groovy music

. Skeured a littlG young

. Simplistic controls

. Lack of realism

Gamc: Screamer
Formatr PC CD-ROM
Publisherr Yirgin Games
Game Style Racing
Completion Statusr 80%
Release date TBA
Price TBA I#
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Crush
those
little
pissants!

lror! Soldisr tl

Completion Statusr
Release dater
Price:

Game:
Format:
Publisher
Game Stylel

All of the
weaponS
from the
original

game are
in here,

along with
some nifty
new ones.

The use of
Full-motion
video is very
well-executed.
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Ithough it was no groundbreaker,

lron $oldier for the Jaguar was

of the more playable titles to
on the system since its creation.

of controlling a  ?-foot tall

is just too cool to ignore. The first

was a success, so it seemed like

only be a matter of time until a

was developed.

lron Soldier ll takes what works and

adds to it in an effort to open even more

wallets.

r FMV

r Nwr

game ghould look more like
FJIw ssquenccs

Corporation have

tricks up your sleeves. Say hello to the

missile into their fat heads or
message to back off with your

75mm chain guns. lt doesn't
just make those jerks pay.

There are several all-new

lron Soldier ll. Two-legged

striders (similar to the small AT.Ts

in The Empire Strikes BacH and " Roc "

transport planes have been programmed
to drop you like a fly. All are very impres.

sive-looking and were animated using

the same liquid-smooth rotoscoping

technique$ used in the first game.

lron Soldier ll should offer some CPR

to a rather lifeless Jaguar game library.
--.Jirn Loftus

wery level looks the same
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H intendo may well he the largest
games company in the uuorld right
nour, but it used to he llfamco. and

tf Masaya luakamura has amything to do
uuith it, luamco uuill be number one again.
Gertainty in terms of sofhrare puhllshing
at least. The company was formed in
r 955 by !ulr. luakamura and at that time It

was called Nakamura Manufacturing Ltd. Narnco
sounds catchier.

Like many Japanese gaming conrpanies, Namco
original started out by *anufacturing novelty
machines for arcades and depantment stores. lts very
first product as a company was a rocking-horse ride
installed on the roof of a Yokohama department
store. This rooftop motif was continued in l g6s when

tiHil utTlMrTr
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Namco built another one on a store in the
Nihombashi district of Tokyo. lt wasn't long before
their rocking horse-related talents were spotted by
outside sources and soon the mighty Disney company
came knocking at the door.

Namco's development and production depad-
ments started manufacturing characters for Disney's
own rides and in 1972, the company finally adopted
Namco as a brand name. This was to mark not only a
change in naffi€, but a complete change in direction
for the company.

ln 1974, the company made the most influential
acquisition in its history, by prrchasing the Japanese
arm of Atari. Although the company was almost
brand new, Namco felt that the brand name and cur-

rent product
developments
were extreme-
ly valuable.
They were
right. ln 1977
Namco
launched, to
massive
acclaim and
success, a
clay pigeon-
shooting game
called Shoot
Away.you
can still find
the damn
thing in
arcades up
and down the
country.
Almost every
travelling fair
appears to
have one in
the back
corner of the
arcade.

The success
of the Shoot
Away machine
led to fufther
investment
and research
into video

gaming as a concept and, in 1978, Namco unveiled
Gee Bee. Although a wholly unremarkable game in
itself, Gee Bee introduced concepts and technolo-
gies which were later to be found in something
called Galaxian, a game that founded Namco's
success in the video game market.

Galaxian "borrowed" a lot of ideas from Space
lnvaders, but arcade purists will tell you with a
strange sparkle in their eyes, that Galaxian is possi-

bly the greatest and most influential shoot-'em-up of
all time. For one thing, it was color. Space lnvaders
may look similar, but it was very drab in comparison.
Galaxian was a riot of color for those days. lt also
introduced proper intelligence to bad guys.
Admittedly they swooped down in very simple pat-
terns, but this slight improvement was enough to
ensure its success as a gameplay classic. Every ver-
tically scrolling game since, from Xevious to
Gunhed, has borrowed elements and style from
Galaxian. Namco reworked the Galaxian concept
itself in a couple of sequels, and trivia fans will
already be aware that Starblade is set in the
Galaxian "universe", albeit a vastly improved and
visually advanced one.

The success in the arcades led Namco to experi-
ment in other fields, and a range of toys found some

llThe success of
Pnc-Mnil opened

a lot of
Gorpolate eyestt

success in japanese stores. Galaxian was huge, but
even Namco was not prepared for the success that a

voracious yellow blob would bring the company at
the end of 1980. That blob was Pac-Man and it
would prove to be one of the most important charac-
ters of the 1980s and ceftainly the most impoftant
character in video-game history.

Pac-Man even had his own disease. lt was called
Pac-Man Fever and it took on epidemic proportions
for a couple of years in the early eighties. There was
a pop song, a candy bar, a soft drink and just about
every form of related merchandising you could think
of. To this day, fully grown men are still wearing Pac-
Man underwear. Why? We'll never know, but the
success of the Pac-Man coin-op opened a lot of cor-
porate eyes to the potential of video game manufac-
ture and licensing.

Sequels and spin-offs made Namco an awful lot of
money. Ms. Pac-Man was almost as popular as the
original game and the much more recent Pac-Land is
still one of the most playable platform games ever
made. But from a gamer's perspective, one of the
things Namco did more than any other company of
the time was include little secrets. These weren't
hidden the way many game secrets are now, but
were treats and bonuses that the game would award
you should you advance sufficiently. Namco didn't
invent the cheat, but they went a long way towards
defining it.

The next big success that Namco had was Pole
Position. lt was the father of the modern driving
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game. The three-quader perspective and track move-
ment were "borrowed" from Atarios own Night
Driver, but Pole Position at the time was a graphical
tour de force. The color graphics, smooth track move-
ment and scrolling horizon were incredibly impres-
sive in 1982 and still don't look all that bad now.

This revolution in the arcades was further
enhanced by the introduction of Xevious in 1983. t

remember seeing Xevious for the first time when I

was still a kid and I actually dropped my ice cream. lt
was the first time I had ever seen graphics on a video
game that actually looked like something other than
video-game graphics. The aliens Iooked Iike they
were made of metal, the grass looked like grass and
the spinning mirrors looked like...well they Iooked
like blocks of lead, but it was still impossibly impressive.

It was also quite complicated. You had lasers and
bombs and you had to deal with two distinctly differ-

larger organization than Nintendo, but the company
saw the advantages of publishing their games for the
home system and signed on as one of Nintendo's
first licensees. This agreement was to prove prof-
itable and painful for Namco as a corporation, and
would eventually lead to disaster.

The NES sold huge volumes in Japan and since
Namco was producing some of the best games for
the system, the company was making a fortune.
Nintendo's licensing policies were to prove too strin-
gent for Namco however, and eventually the relation-
ship floundered. Namco and a number of other soft-
ware companies felt that they were being treated
unfairly and charged too much for the production of
Nintendo cartridges.

Although these issues were felt throughout the
Japanese industry, the repercussions were aimed
squarely at Namco, and for quite some time there

ent types of bad guy. The ones on the ground and the
ones in the air. Xevious also contained a ton of
cheats and hidden bonuses. Truly revolutionary stuff,
but strangely, Xevious never enjoyed anything like
the success of Galaxian and Pac-Man.

Xevious was to prove Namco's tast big arcade
product for a while. A new force was emerging in the
games industry, driven by a small company called
Nintendo. ln 1984, when the NES (Famicom in
Japan) was first unveiled, Namco was a very much

was animosity as well as legal wrangling between the
two companies. Although the relationship with
Nintendo has been smoothed over since then, these
disagreements between Japanese companies are not
easily forgotten. lt is testament to the quality of
Namco's product that it even has a working relation-
ship with Nintendo at all now.

The problems Namco encountered with Nintendo
have caused countless repercussions, including a
slightly over-dramatic retelling of the tale in Game

Over, a book chronicling
the rise of Nintendo by
David Scheff. The book tells
how Mr. Nakamura had to
make a grovelling apology to
Nintendo regarding his non-
compliance with Nintendo's
licensing arrangements.
Since those times, Namco
has actually gone from
strength to strength.
Success in the Nintendo
publishing field allowed it
greater expansion, including
a chain of "ltalian Tomato
Restaurants", basically
Spaghetti houses, which
were extremely popular at
the time.
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The correlation between video game companies
and restaurants appears to be unavoidable. The
Chuck. E. Cheese chain of restaurants was con-
ceived and owned by one Nollan Bushnell, the man
who founded Atari. lt looks like some kind of weird
pattern is developing here, but Namco was apparently
never tempted to introduce dancing robots into its
restaurant activities.

Namco's next big arcade hit didn't come until
1987, when it launched Final Lap, a phenomenally
popular racing game which again advanced the stan-
dard of arcade graphics. The fact that two machines
could be linked together for head-to-head racing fur-
ther enhanced the game's longevity and it can still be
found in many arcades. Final Lap was in a way a pre-
cursor to the 3-D technology that would bring Namco
to the forefront of video games yet again.

ln 1989 Namco unveiled Winning Rurn ? graphi-
cally spectacular racing game featuring incredibly
smooth polygons. Although it never achieved any-
thing Iike the same Ievel of success, this was techni-
cally very close to Sega's Virtua Racihg, a game
that didn't appear in arcades until much
later. The graphics may have been
ahead of their tiffie, and so
it seemed was the game-
play. Although big in
Japan, it never really
won hearts in the West.
Undeterred however,
Namco continued to
invest time and money
in 3-D game research.
What was to follow
was one of the biggest
revelations in arcade
history: Starblade.

As a game,
Starblade was incred-
ibly simple. lt was
the most basic of
shoot-'em-ups, but
the speed and fluidity
of the polygons,
combined with a
brilliant soundtrack
ensured, that the

game was a smash hit in arcades all over the world.
Elements from Starblade, including the musical score,
can be seen in the heavily influenced Starfox.

Namco followed up on Starblade with a couple of
unremarkable coin-ops, but outdid itself with the
stunning Galaxian 3. Set in the same universe as
Galaxian, it featured fully texture-mapped polygon
graphics, ffiulti-player gameplay and a totally cine-
matic atmosphere.

Namco now makes most of its money from arcade
games and arcade chains. The company is among
the largest operators of video-game arcades in the
world, and actually owns several different chains.

Among the most popular of its Japanese game
arcades are NamcoLand, Play City Carrot and the
fabulously titled PIay Field Plids. These arcades are
operated solely in Japan, but Namco
also runs a couple over
here in the States,
with a
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particularly large Cyber Station being its show piece
in San Francisco.

The arcades are clean and professionally run,
something of a novelty outside of Japan. But Namco
has bigger fish to fry. lts theme park "Wonder Eggs"
features themed rides based on many of Namco's
video-game and original characters. One of our
writers, who actually visited the Wonder Eggs park,
described it as "a complete trip, dude."

Namco has always enjoyed publishing software
though, so its focus has shifted slightly in the last
couple of years. Arcade development ties in pedectly
with game publishing and Namco has taken this the-
ory one step further.

Its new arcade technology, entitled "Syste m 22" is
based around the Sony PlayStation's R3000 hard-
ware. Namco firmly believes that 3-D graphics are
the future of gaming technology and at the moment,
they and Sega are the undisputed leaders in the field.

Ridge Racer definitely put Namco on the 3-D
map, with super fast, color^ful graphics, matched with
seamless arcade-style gameplay. The conversion to
PlayStation was as inevitable as it was excellent.
Ridge Racer, more than any other single title, has
been responsible for the success of the PlayStation
in Japan. Namco had been working with Sony very
closely, right up until the launch of the machine, and
the licensing of the System 22 technology seemed
like a logical step. The first fruit of this labor was a
game called Tekken, now widely acclaimed as one
of the best fighting games of all time.

For Namco to make progress in a market dominat-

ed by Sega, SNK and
Capcom was a coup. For it
to actually improve on ele-
ments held dear by those
companies was nothing
short of a miracle.

Tekken featured large 3-
D characters, very much
like those seen in Virtua
Fighter, only this time they
were fully texture-mapped
and had a far more intuitive
fighting system. The con-
version to PlayStation was
flawless. Actually, conver-
sion is a pretty useless
term to use in this respect,
since the game was actual-
ly ported from the System
22 hardware to the
PlayStation hardware with
almost no effort. The same
will hold true for Tekken
2, d game currently being
moved from the arcades to
the PlayStation. The con-
version is taking a while,
but you can expect to see
the home version released
before Summer in 1996.

Tekken 2 features very
similar, and in some ways
superior, gameplay to the
first title, but with vastly
improved graphics, more characters and even more
moves for the original fighters. lt's a huge hit in
arcades at the moment, ironically buoyed by the suc-
cess of the PlayStation version.

One other project Namco is very
proud of is Rave Racer, the !ogi-
cal successor to Ridge Racer. This
is again a big step up from the
original coin-op, with a shock-
ingly smooth 60 frames per
second, at even higher resolu-
tion than the first game. lt has
to be seen to be believed. The
gameplay is almost identical to
Ridge Racer, but the inclusion
of a rearview mirror, a greater
variety of cars and more impor-
tantly, more tracks make this
the hottest arcade ticket
arou nd.

The big question is this: Will
Rave Racer be converted to run
on the PlayStation? The answer,
fortunately, is yes, but please
bear in mind that Rave Racer

IiTilI U]TIMAIE
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not use
PlayStation conversion will suffer in translation.

However, PlayStation fans will be very pleased to
hear that a stop-gap sequel to Ridge Racer is cur-
rently nearing completion. Although untitled at pre-
sent, it is being referred to at the moment as "Ridge
Racer New" or "Ridge Racer Alpha" and will
contain many of the elements seen in Rave Racer.

There will be more tracks, and ceftainly more cars.
One of the most important additions wil! be a
rearuiew mirror. Advanced players of PlayStation
Ridge Racer will now how impoftant that is. This is
currently on the Top Ten Most Wanted List of
PlayStation owners all over the world. The first game
simply didn't have enough tracks.

So PlayStation owners seem to be getting the pick
of the crop from Namco at the moment, don't they?
Well, although Namco has a close relationship with
Sony, it's by no means an exclusive deal.

Saturn fans will no doubt be pleased to hear that
among the games scheduled for launch on the Sega
machine are Gybersled and Starblade. At the
moment, Ridge Racer and Tekken are PlayStation
only, but Namco has announced that Ridge Racer is
in development for PC and compatibles. The Saturn

a conversion of Ridge Racer
that would match the PlayStation at least pixel for
pixe!. Namco probably feel that an inferior conversion
would be a negative rather than a positive develop-
ment. Quite how a PC with no custom hardware can
be expected to match the kind of speed needed for
this game is also something of a mystery, but if any-
one can do it, then Namco probably can.

Again, this marks a move away from arcades and
into more mainstream sources of revenue. The PC
market is expanding and part of that expansion is a
greater demand for arcade-style games. no longer is
PC gaming the sole domain of strategy and adven-
ture buffs. Nowadays the bestselling games on PC
are action-oriented. Take Doom and Descent, for
example. Starblade will also be conveded for the PC,
a tar simpler iob than the complex Ridge Racer.

So, as Namco heads into the future, what are its
plans? An animation division has been set up, pro-
ducing TV shows, as well as other projects in syner-
gy with the games division. Namco's research into
arcade technology also continues, with develop-
ments in 3-D being made every day. This is just the
beginning for a company that has always been and
will be dedicated to excellence.

sl
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Odds not
in your

favor? Use
your BFG

9000 to
wastB that

son of a

bitch,

Yes, objccts
at close lanse
are still
pixelated-
evcn with the
PlayStation's
awesome
power-but
the overall
Doom pack-
age is
absolutely
second to
none.

Evil walks, but not for
long,
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Sometimes, your
best offensc is a
good defsnsc, ln

other words,
side-stcp out of

the way or just
high-tail it

outta there!
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Towering
flames are

a sobering
reminder
of where
you are.

Lighting effects in levels like this one
have been significantly enhanced.
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The chain gun is a
fairly good weapon
to use in tight situa-
tions like this narrow
prison corridor.
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The
warehouse
level-or
containment
area-from
the original
Doo,r,r.

There's
the
exit...
now get
the hell
out of
there!

There's nothing like a little death and
destruction after a hard day at the office.
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V{ith Pentium-like speed and
ov€r 60 lwels, this is arguably

the best Doom package eYGr
produced. 0n top of all thai,

the game includes an incredible
soundtraclg two brand nelv

w€apons, a nwcr-beforg.tcGh
final boss and unique

environmental enhancem€nts.

The pistofiis not a good ]veapon
for killing demoJls. lt takes about

14 bullets to do the iob of iust one
rosket from the rockst-launcher.

Notice the
nifty new
transparcncy
sffscts.

Even the
map gcr€en
moves YGrlr

fluidly in the
PlayStation
version.
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Don't let
Doo,rt's

slick
visuals

distract
you from

the task at
hand-
namely,

killing
stuff.

rF he gaming world is currently being "Iloomed" to
I death. But that's actually good news. Last year, if
I you wanted a decent version of Dootfl, you need-

ed to own a PG or Jaguar; otherwise, you were pretty
much screwed (the 32X version iust plain sucked).
Almost every system on the planet is now offering
Doom in one form or another: Jaguar, 32X, Mac, Super
NES, 3DO and now (YES!) PlayStation.

rrPlaystation IIooM will
blow you auu ayrrrperiod .rr
All versions of the monster hit have been jam-packed onto one

CD. That's right: Doom, Doom ll: Hell on Earth and Ultra
Doom are all in here. But wait-it doesn't stop there-you also
get two brand-spankin' new levels!

By far the grandest version of Doom available for play on any
system-PC or non-Pc-PlayStation Doom will blow you away...
period. Not only does the game run every bit as fast as the
fastest Pentium PC. but in utilizing the upscaled power of the
PlayStation. ld Soft has also managed to incorporate a few little
graphic enhancements in the process. And while it's not exactly
the Doom we might expect on say. the upcoming Ultra 64 or M2
consoles. this is certainly the definitive Doom compilation.

For one thing, all monsters and bosses are present. (even the
slick Jag version was lacking in this area) The light-sourcing in
most of the levels has been beefed-up to an eye-popping degree
of realism as well. One thing that particularly stood out was the
sky in one of the later levels-a truly hellish-looking. raging.ani-
mated inferno. Sound effects are meatier. too: from gunshots to
growls. the audio is absolutely killer. And the music? Let's put it
this way: lf you've got some high-quality stereo equipment sitting
around the house. now's a good time to put it to use. The tunes
are all new. extremely atmospheric and fit the game to a tee. To

top it all off. the game includes both Co-op and Deathmatch
Modes. ln other words. grab a link-cable and get ready to rock.

First Ridge Racer- then Toshinden, then MK 3 and now
this. Just when you thought owning a PlayStation couldn't get
any better! Man. it's good to be alive!

Multi-Player Shooting
Memory card support

60+ levels
Link-up capability

Williams
Machine: Sony PlayStation

Price: $60
Available: Now

Ill
Graphirs

9
Sound

9

9Playability

10

Not even
a nice stiff
drink can

mellow
you out in

a place
like this.
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The mors damage you
accruc, the morc mesged-up
looklng your vehicle
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lifhen your
vEhicle is this

badly damaged,
find a recharging
statlon as quickly

a5 you can.

For a real
ruh, get
airbome
like this.

Tiaveling the
streets of L.A in

the year 801 3
means taking

your life in youl
ovrn hands. YtIe

should be uEed
to this by now!

It's nice to know
that the fall of msd-
ern civilization hagn't
hurt Angelyne's
carB€r any.
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Witness Road Kill
in high-speed
pursuit of
Mr. Grimm,
renegade biker.
The game's
biggest draw is
its very addictive
chase-the-bad
guy playability.

From the very minute it starts, it's evident that
Twrsreo Msnl is something special. Providing hours of
pure, unadulterated entertainment is what the game

does best. Who could possibly argue with that?

:-, ir' *a -

ln the City Park
level, you can
traverse this
riverbed...

..,You can also
mow down somc
christmas trees.

Oh, look! Thc City
Park level is beautifully
dccoratcd for the
holidays.
Fa-la-!a-la-la, la-la-la-
ARRRRGHH!!!
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The password screen
lets you skip levels
you've already mas-
tered and go directly
to the new ones.
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While
there's no
link-up
capability,
Twrsreo Meral
does let
two players
battle it out
toe-to-toe

-and to
the death,
of course.
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h, this is good. This is uery good.
firisteil Metal combines the swiftness
of Eidgc EaGCr with the mayhem of a

lUlad lUlax flick-and the results are superb.

fffhis game rnade me sickltt
You select from 12 seriously twisted-looking (duh)

vehicles and jump into a futuristic Eoad Warrior-style
environrnent-Los Angeles, to be exact. The way things
have been going in L.A., the game isn't exactly going
out on a limb either. To stay alive, you must take out the
trash; enemies like Dark Side, Mr. Grimm and Sweet
Tooth (our favorite) make life in the future a living hell"
Each vehicle has a standard array of weapons plus its
own unique "specia!" weapon. There are three vieuus for
the game: Distant, Medium and ln-Car. lf you're like rt€,
you normally use the "inside car" viewpoint when play-
ing racing garnes, as it tends to seem more realistic
and/or responsive. With T.M. however, it's a bit more
difficult to maneuver your car from this angle. That, plus
the fact that, instead of providing players with a link
option, we're stuck with a two-player, split-screen
mode. A Twisted Metal sequel is inevitable, so hopefully,
we'll see these oversights corrected.

Twisted Metal seems to possess all of the important
ingredients for a mega.hit. The game is fast-paced,
addictive, varied and most inrportantly, it's not glued to
rails. Sound effects Iike the diabolical laughter coming
from Sweet Tooth's ice-cream truck are truly incredible
(they get louder the closer you get to them) and add to
the realism-after a while, I wasn't just playing a game,
I was living it! The musical scone is also mind-boggling;
it changes depending on what's happening in the game.
For instance, one rninute you're cruising along the
nverbed to a subdued hard rock ballad. You've finally
gotten away frsm those loonies and you can relax and
regroup your thoughts, right? Wrong! All of a sudden,
the music changes to a full orchestra!, "you wil! die
now" soundtrack-and Dark Side comes flying around
the cor''ner, heading straight toward you!

Best of all is the final rooftop confrontation. You bat-
tle it out on the top of what seems like a l00.story
huilding. If you're not careful, you can fly off the roof to
your death. Here, T.M. affected me to a degree I've
never before experienced in a video game. The vertigo
caused by careening over the edge made me sick to my
stomach. Yeah, I couldn't believe it, either!
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One/Iwo-Player Driuing

12 vehicles
5 leuels

Il,lultrple ufe rarpoin fs

Sony lmagesoft
IkIa chfn e; PIaySta tion

price: $60
Available; lVow
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PlayStation

II

I

Detailed
graphics set
the scene.

Touchdown. Hooray
for us, we're the best

team in the world!

The PlayStation's
3-D abilities are
put to good use.
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F ootball season is in ful! swing as we
F write this, and the air of excitement
I is all-pervading. That air of excite-
ment has been further enhanced by the
arrival of ilFL Gameday from Sony, one of
the most playable, complete and attractive
sports games we've ever seen.

The presumption that the Madden series of
games is unbeatable is now severely in question.
Graphically. this is a lot better than any of the pre-
vious Madden games. The players scale and nrove
convincingly. as does the silky-smooth pitclr. The

rtThe best football
game euer?w

play interface is superb. with simple correlation
between the PlayStation s button shapes and the
actions performed by your team. The sounds and
visuals preselrted on this disc are beyond
compare. This. more than any other game. will
impress the hardened sports fan who fears com-
puter games. lt looks, sounds and feels more like
the real thing than a video game ever should.

@relTwePlayer F@ls,all
ltfrclnor'y card suport

tFL StaE
NFL teants

Sotty Cuttpufelr Entertainment
if,adri rc: Sotry PlayStatiotr

Price: liO
Availfile: l{ow

9 9
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Yarious different
types of vehicle
give the game a

lot of variety.

fl Ggn, for some strange reasoh, gaue Time

-r 
warner the rights to produce the saturn uGr-

IY sion of its own flagship racen uifiua Racing.
Not only is this an odd situation in terms of econom.
ics, but also in terms of creatiuity. Luckily for us,
Time Warner has gone off and done a remarkably bril-
liant iob with the conuersion.

One of the problerns with this title is that it's getting on a
bit. Only a couple of short years ago, this was the very pinnacle
of arcade gaming technology. Now it looks a little old and
dated. Higher frame rates, texture-mapping and light-sourcing
have made the flat shaded polygon something of an anachro-
nism. Flat shaded or not, Virtua Racing was always a supremely

..fime Warner shouus
surprising UlnruA-ositytt

playable racing game. Time Warner really had a hell of a job
ahead of itself turning the Saturn version into a playable fac-
simile of the coin-op. So they didn't do that. They took the
basic theme and expanded upon it.

This does contain the whole of the original coin op. with its
classic Formula One action and its three different tracks. But to
add variety and lifespan to an otheruvise short-lived thrill. Time
Warner has thrown in more than a few extra tracks. several dif-
ferent types of car and a few little secrets that you'll find out as
you play the game.

The graphics are slightly disappointing and can run any-
where from 20 to 30 frames per second. They do look almost
identical to the arcade. just not quite as sharp or smooth. What
really makes this game shine however, is the inclusion of the
involving and exciting Grand Prix mode, allowing you to com-
pete on lots of courses with lots of different cars, starting with
go-karts and working your way up to Formula One. Just like a
real race drive.

The music is a bit annoying at times, but the sound effects
are decent enough to create a convincing sensation of, erm,
raciness. lf you're Iooking for glamour and visual appeal, forget
it. lf you want a challenge, buy it. ,.i,,li rrlr,L-{j:$.!r.?s,r,&.
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Graphics
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Playahility

I

Eight tracks
Multiple viewpoints

T ime Warner lnteractfye
Machine; Sega Saturn

Price: $50
Available; l\low

FINAL RATING

I
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6

The courses are
located in all corners

of the globe. This
one is in Greece.
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One-Player Flight $im
Memory card support

Multiple missions
Multiple viewpoinB

Virgin Interadive
Madrine: Sony PlayStation

Price: U9.99
Availahle: Now

/

Big
explosions
are one of

Acne
WanruoR's

trademarks,
as is a vast

playing
arga.

Swooping
down on
opponents
from a
great
height.

lriTi'

F light simulators tend to attract a very
F specific audience. That's why Black Ops,
I the designers of Agile Warrior, went for
a more action-oriented approach, and to a
certain extent they've succeeded. One instance
where they haven't been successful is in their
choice of control methods.

It seems as if, whenever a new machine comes

ing, but uery

along, game designers feel obliged to use every button
on the controller in the most annoying way possible.
Agile Warrior is guilty of this. That said, the game is sti!l
a great deal of fun to play and the sheer wealth and
depth of missions mean it represents fantastic value. A
couple of control tweaks here, a little more simplicity
there and we could have been talking masterpiece. As it
is, this is good stuff.

11

addictiuerr
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Anyone for a

nice game of
billiards? No
masse shots
of course.
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Pre-rendercd graphic
sequences are activated

when you trip "switches"
throughout the game, such

as opening dootst or
looking at objects.

I I ight falls in a haunted mansion.

N f ilx:ffi#:'[ i:;""::: 
dec ide

bottom of the stairs, you realize you are
trapped in a clone of Seuenth Guest.
Yikes! Things couldn't be much scarier.
They will get scarier however, as you rea!-
ize that this isn't quite as good.

rrGreepV, snealry
and fulttt

It's not bad though. As clones of Seventh
Guest go. things could be worse. The graphics are
smooth. if a little chunky. and the puzzles about
as taxing as those found in Seventh Guest. The
atmosphere is eerie rather than truly frightening
and it moves along at a'fair clip. The game needs
a !ittle variety and the heads that pop up when
you speak to people look dumb. Get past that
though, and it's fun.

Sega Of America
Itadrine: Sega Saturn

Price: 150
Available: llow

Grqhics,

6
RATING

Sound

6
Playability 66

Adventurc
Menory rupott

Creqpy hapnfngrs
Undead ffends

uHu[ErE
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Being pretty
is never a

prerequisite
for being

shot. As a
matter of

fact, it helps
if you're

ugly in this
scenario.

F\ ead men should stay put. They should liel) 3;xJl J iil"['Jr :;=, T"x, ::] ii,= I I # :I
what they shouldn't do is wander around biting
people's heads off and causing a fuss.
Unfortunately, on a mysterious island in the
Caribbean, they're doing just that.

Your mission, should you decide to accept it, is to run
and drive around the island, shooting at everything that
staggers. Filthy undead scum have no more right to be
alive than cockroaches. Don't try to reason with them,
since all they want to do is eat your brains. The game is

rrllay of the Euen
Ileadertt

based heavily on old coin-ops like Operation Wolf, but
sadly there's no support for the Sega Stunner light gun.
All your actions are controlled by joypad or mouse,
Fortunately the control system is pretty decent, as are
the (very) high-quality full-motion graphics.

Although super-simplistic, corpse Killer is good fun
and a nice game to impress your pals with. Competition
!ies with Virtua Cop, but hey, this is out first and has a
lot more gratuitous violence.

Being a zombie is

a grim business.
One-Player Shooting
Evil-smelling fiends

lltri sted u nde ad creeps
Oozing neqo-mur*

Digital Pictures
Machine; Sega Saturn

price: $50
Available: Now

I

FINAL RATING

Graphirs

I
Sound

8
Playability 66
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Smooth gouraud-shaded terrain
rushes under you as you head
towards your next target.

Rendered graphics set the gen-
eral tone tor the proceedings:

high tech, low intelligence and
lots of fun.

Fl lack Fire has been in development

E 1""',;,,1"?, 3 l l "'lTi; #i : :: ff , :n,".
that graphically, it's very much a first gen-
eration product. The landscapes move
smoothly enough, but the overall appear-
ance is shoddy and bland. Not a graphical
masterpiece by any standards.

rrGraphicalty dull,
but still fuJt"

The gameplay however. is simplistic. addictive.
high-speed blasting. There s a lot of fun to be had
for helicopter and blasting fans alike. Mostly the
missions are a simple case of seek-and-destroy.
but things do get more complicated further into
the game. At no point will your brain be stretched,
but some of the later missions are at least reflex-
ively taxing. A very pleasant little diversion.

Sega of tunqica
tr/,adtine;Segra Saturn

ftice: fSO
Avail*le; tow
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6
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6
Playahility
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Build yoursslf a custom-made boxer and begin youl
guest for the title" Choose skln color, hairstylcs

and €y€n thE color of your trunks, lf you're looking
for a quickier you can always setect Versus Mode.

UFFER

It,s no fun being a loscr. Aaarghh!!!

There's a load of selectable catilcta angl€s to choose from in
BoxgR's RoAD. Over-the'shou lder, Fi rst.person, Medium rangg,
Overhead and-believe it or not-a below-the.belt view.
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F\ id you euer stop and wonder why fight-
I ! ing gam6s are so massiuely popular
Y these days? Sure, it's fun to beat some-
one silly, but why? There are lots of little rea.
sonsr but it all comes down to one simple fact:
People love action. Lots of action. The leuel of
action, together with precise, friendly control
mechanics, can enhance any video-game expe-
rience, but with fighting gamGs, it's practically
a make-or-break situation.

ItBoxEBts Bono Gouers a
lot of terlitoryrrr

maybe too much.)r
Even though a boxing game may not fit into the stan-

dard Street Fighter ll-type genre, it's a fighting game
nonetheless. ln addition, it's a sport of coordination,
timing and strategy.

Boxer's Boad puts you "on the road" to a title
fight. Your personal trainer will put you through a rigor-
ous-if not torturous-training regimen. Stuff like
weight training, sparring, hitting the bag and eating
right are all factors in building a good fighter. These
training periods between fights can last weeks or even
months. Luckily, the game fast-forwards its built-in
clock during most of the tedious moments. I can under-
stand the reasons behind the simulation aspect of the
game, but there's so much of it going on, I almost
expected to see a line-scroll asking whether or not my
boxer should wipe his ass after he takes a dump.

The graphics are of Virtua Fighter quality-a tad
disappointing considering what's been accomplished
with games like Tekken and VF 2. There's a ton of
camera angles to select from, which can be changed
on-the-fly by hitting the Select button. One of the more
useful camera angles is similar to the one found in the
arcade version of Punch Out!; a transparent, behind-
the-fighter point of view. That's cool.

The main problem with Boxer's Road-besides its
redundant sim routines-is its sluggishness. Even in
the early rounds, a fighter's arms move at a pace which
would embarrass Bichard Simmons. I realize it's a box-
ing game and I don't expect to deliver consecutive com-
bos of rapid-fire punches, but come on! ! want action!

As big a boxing fanatic as I am, I still couldn't remain
captivated by Boxer's Road for more than an hour. lf
you're looking for a fully functional, strategically-minded
boxing sim, go for it. lf, on the other hand, you want
fast-paced, kick-the-other-guy's-butt-right-now boxing
action, you're gonna have to wait for the next one.

1 There's an
option to have

your trainer throw
in the towel if
things look hope-
lGss. Here we see
the trainer getting
set to call it quits.

12 After all, you'll
live to fight

another day.

3 Defcat sucks.
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O ne lTw o-P I ay er F i ghti ng
Memory card support

F u I I y -cu stomi zab I e ca ree r
Multiple camera angles
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New lnc.
Machine: Sony PlayStation

Price: $lmport
Available: Now

Graphics

Sound
FINAL RATING

@

hl

II
Playability

7

7

5
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4 Your entire
boxing careel

can be stored on a
single mcmory
card. This gives
you the option of
taking some time
off. You can atso
play back *video-

tapc' footage from
previous fights.
A great feature!

lf you train properly and
eat well-balanced
meals, you'll build a
more productive fighter
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All your fryerite barltetball plryrru
are here, and if you knsyr the cheail,
in bahf Cnd giant fotm.
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Drexler may not
be gorgcous or
young, but he surc
can movG, a3

Oakley discovers
to his cost.

I I B[ Jam just kind of shorrued up in the arcades

N one day and took ouer. lt's one of the few
I U coin-ops of the last fiue years to reach the
number-one spot and not be a fighting game. lt's the
simplest thing in the world. A basketball game with
loads of hidden cheats and moues and nice, fast
gameplay. Nothing more to it.

The lack of variety doesn't stop this from being one of the
most frantically addictive titles for years, though. The PlayStation
(and Saturn) version is a conversion of the Tournarnent Editftrn,
with even more cheats and a bunch of multi-player options. NBA
Jam is far more fun with a group of friends than as a single-play-
er game, but the cheats and turbo moves do retain interest for
people with no pals, who live in a cave, probably.

The graphics are cute, if less than spectacular, and the car-

rrAn exact replica of the

"rcade 
machinetta

toon style of presentation is mixed well with the digitized char-
acter faces. And that's where this game has a huge advantage
over other basketball sims. You can actually control a recogniz-
able approximation of your favorite NBA star. Shaq looks like
Shaq and Hakeem looks like Hakeem. They possess similar
abilities to their real-life counterparts, but the players are pretty
much evened out by the huge range of special moves.

!n two-player mode, it's easy to switch between characters
simply by hitting a button, but it can get confusing when your
character is off screen for a couple of seconds. Confusion is
compounded by the seemingly bizarre actions of the computer-
controlled players. Once you get used to it though, the control
system and game mechanics become simplicity itself.

How close is this to the original arcade game? Very. ln fact,
we would defy anyone to spot any immediate graphical differ-
ences. Even the loading times, sometimes a pain in the ass on
the PlayStation, have been tweaked, honed and are hardly
intrusive at all. The same praise must also be heaped on the
Sega Saturn version of the game. One tiny criticism is that the
game really is limited to simple shooting, tackling and dunking.
Otherwise, perfect sporting stuff. i I
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Memory card support
Baby rnode

Hidden characters
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Acclaim

Machine: Sony PlayStation
Price; $50

Available: Now
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Where did weryonG
go? ltl al! gone
quiet ovcr herg...
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- Please enter or renew my one-year
(1 2-issue) subscription.

P.0, Box 46!1070, Escondido, CA 92045
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Tricky
blighter, the

Ghen. First
you think
he's your

pal...
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Destroy eYery Ghen you can
find to save the human race.

tff hoot, walk, shoot, walk, iump,
\ shoot, walk. Apparently Sega
t thinks it's fun to walk around a lot.
lf you agree, then Ghen War is truly the
game for you. You get to wander around a
fair old bit, shooting bad guys, occasionally
jumping to reach higher parts of a level.
You also get to watch nice rendered intros.

rrTerminally dull at
besttt

The problem is that even as the game opens
up, revealing both plot and new scenarios. it still
plays the same, and the sad thing is that it's really
boring. We tried to get interested, but we iust
couldn't. Headache-inducing tedium set in and we

had to go for a sleep. Unfortunately, when we
woke up we discovered the game was still there
and we had to play it again. So we cried.

Sega of America
Madrine; Sega Saturn

Price: $50
Available: Now

Graphio,

6
Sound

6
Playability 54

On*Player Shooting
Memory support

Iextuied polygons
Multiple lreapons

@
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Two-player wrestling
Memary card support

8 characters
Secret moyes

Namco Hometek (425) 596- 1688
Machine: Sony PlayStation

price: $50
Available: Now
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Match number
six begins and
things are look-
ing tense.
Tempers are
flaring, spandex
is stretching.

fF he heyday of WWF is long gone.
I Remember the greats? Like Hulk
I Hogan, Rowdy Roddy Pipen Jimmy

"Superfly" Snuka and the rest of the
gang? Only a couple of the true greats
are left in the game now, Iike Brett Hart
and The Undertaker.

Based on the Williams coin-op, the
PlayStation version is as near as dammit to the
original. All the moves, all the graphics and all

rrMuscle-bound
mirth and mayhemtt
the ridiculous noises have been squeezed onto a
shiny black compact disc. The result is a terrify-
ingly addictive and totally insane wrestlefest. The
chaos that ensues when the bell rings must be
seen to be believed. After a few games though,
you'll discover that there's a lot more to
Wrestlemania than initially meets the eye.
Combos, secret moves, hidden characters and
lots more. A frantic and funny fighting game.

Hitman Hart and The
Undertaker, best buddies, or
greatest enemies? Well, The
Undertaker hates everyone,

IiF'T UITIMITE
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Thesc graphics
moYC at up to 30

frames pcr sccond
and the effect is

totally staggering.
This sould be one
of the best games
wer made. lt cer-
tainly loolcs,lhat

way.

I

I I ow and then, an ambitious concept really works.
!\}l Not often, but euery now and theh. The people at
I I Sony wanted to make a PlayStation game that
looked, sounded and felt like a science fiction mouie.
This kind of effort would normally end in cosmetic and
gameplay tragedy. Not this time. Warhawk is one of the
most polished and accomplished pieces of software euer
made.

I can't even begin to tell you how good it looks. Some levels
look utterly incredible, some look totally astonishing, and those are
just the boring levels. You take control of a futuristic spacecraft,
hellbent on destroying alien installations on a barren and danger-
ous world.

To this end you'll find yourself armed to the teeth and smack in
the middle of a cataclysmic struggle between good and evil. Why?

Who cares? All we care about is that you get to fly around at will,
laying waste to entire legions of enemy spacecraft, boats, tanks
and ground bases. All in a 3-D environment more ambitious than
any yet seen on a home system.

Did I mention that the music is the best on any game, ever? I

should have. A team of musicians has gone to great lengths to
ensure that this game sounds a lot like Star Wars, or Batman, or
any other rousing movie score you can think of. Best of all, the
music is context-sensitive, so if you find yourself in a scary situa-
tion, especially scary music will play. lf you find yourself in a
relaxed situation, then you must be playing another game.

Everything about Warhawk, from the pristine control method, to
the clever boss monsters, will have you dribbling glibly from the
corner of your mouth. This is the game that says, "This is why you
bought a PlayStation". Of course it doesn't actually say that, but
you know what I mean.

A password system means that the otherwise daunting task
becomes a little more approachable, even for those of you who
haven't invested in memory cards. This game probably won't ever
appear on the PC, and certainly never on the Saturn, so go have a
word with Santa Claus.
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Using radar e'Jtec-
tively can save

you from attack as
well as lead you

to your encmies.

Sony Computer Entertainment
Machine: Sony PlayStation

Price: $50
Available: Now

FINAL RATING

Graphics

9

.B

One-Player action
Memory card support

Huge leve/s
Multiple viewpoints

Sound

10
Playability

I
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Featttres

; ' Tune-up your car for maximum performance by adding
a turho charger, racing suspensiom, [/E rated tlres
and much more!

, 8lasf across three grueling mountain
courses rl whichever direction you prefer!

. :: Unique split-screen feature firerges nrften

racing action gets up close and personal!

:i " Custo mize the color, body type and
engine components of your car!

,ii: .,j,,"'"' Get the hest time and hecome
the King Of The Mounfarhl

h/lountain racing has a whole new perspective!
ln High Velocity you'll power through three
gripping courses that a re based on actua l

alpine-styled roads. You're going for. the title
in these unsanctioned events, where speed

and tirning are the ultimate test of your
driving skllls!

Buckle up and scream down the tracks in
some of the hottest cars this side of Detroit.
Race the clock in a never-ending battle of
nerves vs. time es you pit yourself against
noads built at the top of the world. The better
you do, the more power you'Jl crave! Finely
tuned, your vehicle can blotnr the doors off of
a nyth ing on the road but ca n you rea lly
handle THAT much power?

^f,-I r aE
flrLlW

ATLUS SOFIWAHE. INC
17145 Von Karman Avenue. Suile 110
lruine, CA 92714
714-852-2351
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* Your armor adapts into three super-powered

formations: Combat. Assault. and Cruise!

* Collect multiple weapon enhancements to
super-charge your Griffon!

+ Obtain vital clues for the key to
surviving your nefi assault!

* Scan enemy aliens to learn their deadly
potential before you engage in combat!

+ t4ultlple weapons arrays allow you to
customize the fight to your style!

In the near future. Moonbase'HAMLEI'is overrun by alren rnvaders frorrr an

unknown source. The A |'1AX FACT0RIES Corporatron serrds you and lrve orher'

higlrly trarned and heavrly arnred "specralrsts" to deal wrtlr tlre srtuarrorl. Yor.rr wJy

of deahng wrth tlrenr rs to r-rse the latest rn high tech arnror and weaponr1 ro

blast tlrenr tnto atonrs!

Travel deep berreath the hfeless

surlace of tlre nroon nr nran nrade

tunnels that extend to tlre horrzoh.

Explore the cavernous ntoon base rn

tlrrs grrpping RPG,''Action dranra

and get set for anythirrg!

You'll face clrallenges as

both a warrior and a

detective. Firrd the

secret to rrdding the
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Wise old ugly
guys give you
advice.

Irf l-

t , ou can smell a French game com-

Y ing a mile off. lt's a weird, bonkers,
I garlic-laden, America-hating, cul-

ture-protecting, rude and slightly original
smell. Yes, French games do tend to be
odd, but sometimes that oddness trans-
lates into weird and otherwordly beauty.
On the other hand, of course, it some-
times translates into an illogical love of
Jerry Lewis and Mickey Rourke.

Lost Eden is a remarkable game. lt plays
something like a prehistoric Seventh Guest. You

rd, sometimes
beautifult'

find yourself trapped in a land filled with talking
dinosaurs and even weirder characters. You also
find yourself at the heart of a mystery, a mystery
which you have to use intuitive skills and puzzle
solving abilities to deal with. lnitially dull (if attrac-
tive), the game soon opens up to reveal a depth of
plot and action you might not have expected. All
in all, it's a good, solid alternative to Myst.

11

A lone dinosaur stands at the entrance ol the cave.
Waiting for you perhaps?

rIIru\r I r
Graphics

9
FINAL

Sound

I
Playahility I7

Adventure
Rendere d graphics

French dinosaurs
lcon driven play

Virgin lnteractive
Machine: 3DO

Price: $50
Available: Now

IiTilil U1IIMATEEGA]VIEB
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One Player shooting
Hi res graphics

24 bit color
/!fu/tip/e L,'/edpons

5ega of Arnerica

Machine; Genesls J2X
Price: 550

Available Now, . t
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IIte bcautitully dctailed gnphicE
are testament to tfie untapped
psnEr of the 3!I. Shame no onc
tappGd it earlier.

.t

l

F GGo ltc Dotphin didn't eractly sct
F the world on ftte when it was
I released a Gouple of yeart ago, but
it did pnecent the Genesis gaming popula-
tion with an aherrratiue to htasting and
killing. !t also showed off some of the
graphic abilities of the Genesis. f,ollDrf,
frum the same toam, does pl€tt, much thc
samG tfring fior tte 32X.

This ffme though, you get to kill tlrings. Sadly,
all the killing is done by a cute little hummingbird.
We have a hummingbird who lives in a tree out-

ffGutG, playable and
eeologically soundtt
side our window, but at no time has he ever killed
anyone with a laser beam. Nor has he dropped
bombs on insects or other nasty creahrres. ln f;act,
our rcal-lih hummingbird bears little or no resem-
blance to any of the antics fiound in games like
Defiender, Balden or Sc;amHe. Kolibri horyuevcr,

does. It's a fun, simple, addictive shooter, with
rea! graphical flair and a nicc yisual twist.

Frank OtGonnor

Ite gamc ie
all about
atmosptr C
and style;
lffely stnff.

UTTIMITE Iit'IIf-.Ilr\flEfE 5
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FIFA'96 o ELECTRONIC ABT$- o GENE$rIS
The pinnacle of soccer
sims was reached last
year when EA Sports
released its '95 update
of this series. Great
graphics and playability
made even socc€t nay-
sayers like myselt,
instant fans. However,
they didn't know when
to stop tinkering. The
graphics are better, but
not much else.

8
7
7

0:33

U

' 0:oe

Graphics

5ound

Playability

Futbol is so much fun I think l'm
going to wet myself.

GAryIEE
FINAL RATING

Play with perfection and it might
blow up in your face.

,NTERilAITONAL SUPEESIAB SOCCEB DELUXE . KONAMI o SIIPEB IUES

High-octane soccer fun that You can't hear it, but the color
really keeps you on your toes! commentary is great. For the first time in the

States, you can now
experience the fu ll-throttle
action of this super-
charged soccer game.

|SSD is a treat to play. ln
the same catagory as the
superb Hrao-Ox Soccen,
ISSD delivers the heart-
pounding action that's
missing in this all-too-
often boring sport.

8
8
8
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Graphics

Sound
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NBA L]VE '96 . ELECTRONTC ARTS . SUPER TUES

EA Sports' dominance is
maintained with this
superior update. ln a

smart move, EA has
decided to combine the
best facets of its two
best games: Corcx K and
Lrve '95. Now, not only do
you have all the key stuff
from other NBA games,
you've also got Coacx K's

diving for balls and play-
calling options.
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It's showtime folks!
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A union of Lrve '95 and Coacx
K's best features,

GAryTER
FINAL RATING

IYIISSLE COMnilAIlD 3-D . ATARI . JAGUAR
Backs against the wall,
Atari digs deep into its
pockets and pulls out an
old classic. Souped-up
for the Jag, Mrssle

Comr'uxo 3-D comes with
three gitmes: ORrcrxnl
Mlsslr Cor*rr,raxo, Mtsste

Cor*r*rxo Pr,us and 3-D
Mtsslr Cor*r'raxD. Don't
bother with MC Pr,us, but
both the classic version
and the 3-D version rock.
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Graphics
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The new version includes some
nifty bosses to tangle with.

GA]\NEB
FINAL RATIruG

Play the classic for a little
nostalgia.
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We here at Ultimate Gamer
understand that even the best of
players may have a bad day every
now and then. Since we wouldn't
want any unnecessary mass-mur-
ders taking place, we feel it's our
duty to arm you with nothing but
the very best tips and codes avail-
able. Depend on Tactical every
month for an easy solution to your
gaming problems.

SPEGIAL

IIOW TO HilIT THE GII TOAITIIUG SGNEEil

HOW TO HilIT THE HTITDEil GAME

gle between three different control conligurations. Get a score of 4.60 or higher and you'll get something...but we're not sure what.
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At the special CD loading menu, quickly press Down, , ,

, , , , , ,thenpress + simultaneouslytwiceand
hold both buttons down after the second press. You'll see a
Pooka character from Dig Dug appear in the corner of the

screen. Now staft the game and visit the fighter select screen.
You'll see that you have instantly earned an incredible
999,999,900 credits which you can use to buy any ship or wing-
man available.
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IIOW TO GHOOSE DIFFEREilIY GO1OBED SIITPIS
Are you tired of playing Air Combaf with the same gray or

white-and-purple ships? lf you're fond of playing with the
behind-the-plane perspective, try this code at the CD loading
menu: Up, Down, Left, Right, Up, Down, Left, Right, R1-

continue to hold the B1 button until you see a spaceship appear
in the corner of the screen. Now start the game, and notice that
when choosing your plane, all of the standard ships have been
painted different colors.
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IIOW TO GTIOOSE DIFFEREilT1Y GOTOBED SIITPIS TT 2P UODE
lf you dig Air Combaf s two-player mode, here's another

cheat that might make your game twice as much fun. At the CD
loading menu, quickly press Left, Right, Left, Right. Down, Up,
Down, Up, , ! i , -continue 

to hold the button until

you see an insect appear in the corner of the screen. Now start
the game in two-player mode, and notice that each of the fight-
ers has an alternate-color version available, effectively doubling
the number of vehicles to choose from.

IIOW TO GHOOSE IIIFFERETT WITGMET
lf you're a newcomer to the game of Air Combat, this cheat

won't make m uch sense to you , because you don't get to
choose a wingman until after you've completed the game's first
three missions. lf you're ready for it, though,try entering the fol-

lowing code at the CD loading menu. Hold the B1 button and
press START 10 times (continue to hold START after the tenth
press )This code is tougher to do than the others, but when you
get it to work,you'll find more variety in your available wingmen.
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BATTLE AREIUA
. Easy Desperation Moves
Each character in Toshinden has a
"desperation" attack that can only
be performed while your own en-
ergy bar is flashing red. lf you beat
the one-player game, the screen
will display instructions that show
how to do your character's despera-
tion rnove. lnstead of memorizing all
of the different moves for each
fighter, here's a method that allows
you to pull them off easily with the
exact same button-presses for all
characters.
First, visit the option menu and con-
figure your controller so that the L
and R buttons are set up to trigger
"special 1", '-Special 2", Special 3"
and "Special 4"-setting 44 is a
good example. (Don't worry about
Iosing the ability to rotate with the L
and R buttons; did you know that if
you quickly press Down twice,
you'll rotate out of harm's way? You
can't choose which direction you'll
go in, but the cool thing about this
method is that you'lt always rotate
toward the center of the arena.)
Anyway, once your controller is set
up as described, you can trigger
any character's desperation attack
simply by pressing all four L and R
buttons at exactly the same time
whenever your energy bar is flash-
ing red. Note that you can only
choose the "special" control settings
when the game's difficulty is set at
"Easy" or "Very Easy"...unless you
use the secret code listed on this
page to remove this restriction.

, Easy Super ftloves
ln addition to the desperation
moves, each fighter in Toshinden
also has up to three "Super" moves
which are very difficult to execute,
but can be used at any time during
a match. Here's a list of the "Super"
attacks, all shown as if your charac-
ter is facing the right:

Eiji: t -l, f +')€-)(-+ +
Kayin: t\.l,eg?)€+--+
Sofia(1): +\+u'+<-0+ +
Sofia (2): \r+ s +\{-+*+ +'
Rungo: Vl l\6tt+*0+ +.
Fo (1): + 7tf' t\€+ -,+
Fo (2): -)\0:t-)e*+ +
Fo (3): €*€-)+ +
Mondo:)nfn€--)a++ +
Duke: \t+c+!0€-)+-,+-
Ellis(1): +vtts'€+l+
Ellis(2): \r+a{\€i0+ +

Ga[a: \0tt{\€+0+ a---

Sho:.1,+Vt R(.0+ _+

Cool as they may be, the "Super"
moves can be more trouble than
they're worth, since they're so diffi-
cult to pull off. Wouldn't it be great if
there was an easy way to do them?
Try this:
First, enter both "boss" codes to ac-
cess Gaia and Sho. lf you haven't
heard about these, here's a quick
recap: To activate Gaia, press
{ c t-+, , at the title screen while
the words " 1 P GAM E", "VS
HUhilAN" etc. are flying in from the
sides of the screen. You'll hear the
word "Fight!" and the text will be
pink. Wait for the demo to begin,
then return to the title screen and
press +e+€+ on Controller 2

while the words are zooming into
the center. You'll

text will
Gaia,

on
Sho, highlight Kayin,
the D-pad :and press

With those

title screen o

hear "Fight!" again,
change to green.
highlight Eiji, hold

and press any but-

you,can

. Easy Special Attacks at Any Diffi-
culty Setting
Once you've entered all three title-
screen codes as explained above,
wait for the demo to start and return
to the title screen as before. While
the words are zooming into the
screen, press -)e+€+ on Con-
troller 2; you'll hear "Fantastic!"
again and the text will change to
yellow. Vvith this code in place, you
will be able to choose the "Special"
Control Types-A3, A4, etc.-at any
difficulty setting, not just "Very Easy"
and "Easy".

SATURil

BUG!
. Stage Skip
Bug! is a cool game, but if you don't
a Saturn memory cartridge, it can be
a drag to have to play through all of
the earlier levels over and over, just
to reach the area you want to work
on. Here's a sneaky code that will
allow you to jump to any stage at
will; use it to choose your starling
stage or warp through the entire
game (you cheater, you !) Press
START at the first title screen to

L

aJrJ'
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the words are zoomi
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bring up the words "Start Game" and
"Options". Now press B, A, B, Y,
Down, Right, A, L, Down. (The L
represents the button on top of the
controller, not Left on the D-pad.)
You'll hear the Bug yell, ',Yike!" to
indicate that the cheat is in place.
Now start the game. When you want
to skip to the next stage, just hold
the L button at any time and press
Up on the D-pad. To warp to the pre-
vious stage, just hold L and press
Down.

DAYTOTA USA
. Extra Vehicles
At the title screen, point the D-pad
diagonally rn the Up/Lett position
and hold the X , Z, A and B buttons.
With all of these buttons held, press
START. At the next menu, release
all of the buttons and choose Saturn
Mode. Now you have eight addition-
al vehicles to choose from, two of
which are horses.

. Hidden Music
Buried deep within the data of the
Daytona CD are dozens of songs
from Sega games of the past. To
hear them, you must earn a score
that's high enough to put your initials
on the high score table. Once you're
there, enter the initials as shown to
hear the following tunes:

A.B-Main theme from After Burner
KAc-"Maximum Powef' from After
Burner
SAO-"Break Out" from Alien
Storm
BNB-Theme from Bonanza Bros.
YOJ-"BGM A" from Bonanza
Bros.
YAN-"Filthy" from Columns
IGA-"Select" from Columns 2
KOS-"King of Speed" f rom
Daytona USA
LGA-"Let's Go Away" f rom
Daytona USA
SKH-"Sky High" f rom Daytona
USA
P.P-"Pounding Pavement" f rom
Daytona USA
GLC-"Air Battle" from G-LOC

NAc-Opening theme from G-LOC
G,F-{'Beyond the Galaxy" from
Galaxy Force
HSB-"Defeat" from Galaxy Force
GDA-"W|lderness" f rom Golden
Axe
H.O-Main theme from Hang-On
K.T-"Advertise" from Hang-On
SHO-"Sprinter" from Super Hang-
On
O.R-"[vlagical Sound Showef' from
OutRun
TOR-"Rush A Difficulty" from
Turbo OutRun
Osl-"Vivacious" from Turbo
OutRun
ORs-"Adventure" from
OutRunners
MIT-"Earth Frame G" from R360
TRS-"Earth Frame G" from R360
KAZ-"BGM 1" from Scramble
Spirits
SDI-"System Down" from S.D.l.
MMM-"Blue Moon" from S.D.l.
S.H-Main theme f rom Space
Harrier
S.C-"Game Start" from Stadium
Cross
S.F-Opening theme from Strike
Fighter
ASA-"Funky Bomb" from Strike
Fighter
SMc-"Advertise BGM" from Super
Monaco G.P.
AO.-"Name Entry" f rom Super
Monaco G.P.
VMO-Theme f rom Sword of
Vermilion
T.B-"Burning Point" from Thunder
Blade
NAK-"Type 2" from Thunder
Blade
TAK-'Type 3" from Super
Thunder Blade
AKJ-"Adver1ise" from Virtua Cop
DEK-"Advertise" from Virtua Cop
V.F-*Akira Stage" f rom Virtua
Fighter
A.Y-"Akira Stage" f rom Virtua
Fighter
J.B-"Jacky Stage" from Virtua
Fighter
S.B-"Sarah Stage" f rom Virtua
Fighter
PAI-"Pai Stage" f rom Virtua
Fighter
K.M-"Kage Stage" f rom Virtua
Fighter
W.H-"Wolf Stage" f rom Virtua
Fighter
J.M-"Jeffry Stage" f rom Virtua
Fighter
LAU-"Lau Stage" f rom Virtua
Fighter
V.R-"Polygonic Continent" from
Virtua Racing

PEBBLE BEAGII GOLF tIilKS
. Secret Video Menu
Start a game of Pebble Beach, then
hold Right on the D-pad, also hold
the X and Z buttons and press
RESET on the Saturn console. After
the Saturn logo appears, you'll be
sent to a hidden video debug menu
that allows you to watch any of the
game's full-motion video sequences.

3IIO

SPAGE PIRATES
. Secret Scene
Space Pirates has a cool Easter egg
that involves a character from anoth-
er American Laser Games title. To
find it, you must first rescue the com-
mander. After you enter the trans-
porter, choose the TV monitor at the
lower-left corner of the screen. When
you arrive at that scene, you'll see a
cow's skull on the ground. Shoot the
skull several times to see a hidden
scene with Mad Dog McCree.

SUPER TES

TIIII.ER IilSNTGT
.8oss Code
First, choose Cinder as your fighter.
At the "Vs." screen-the one that
shows both characters' portraits just
before the fight begins-hold Right
on the D-pad and quickly press
OUICK PUNCH, OUICK KICK,
FIERCE PUNCH, MEDIUM KICK,
MEDIUM PUNCH and FIERCE
KICK. (ln the default control configu-
ration, that would be L, R, X, B, Y,
A.) You'll hear the announcer say,
"Eyedol!" When the fight starts,
you'll be playing as the two-headed
boss character, Eyedol.

WTIU FBEE GAMES!
lf you have something you'd !ike

to see posted here in Tactscal,
send us your tips! lf your secret is

printed. we'll send you the game
of your choice for any system !

(are we generous, or what?)

Send all information to:
Urnmar- Gnmrn
8484 Wilshire BlYd. Suite
9(I(t
Beverly Hills, GA 9Il217
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Every month, we step into the Ultimate Gamer Time Machine and relive those early days of gaming
This month. we transport back to 1978 for the debut of a rather unique console! Odyssey2.

I HlffilTtrl [1d#|;*#;i,1r ::}i={ff 
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brief moments-of glory,but eventually it wound up with a terminal ill-

ness. Near the end, an almost Kirvorkian-style mercy killing put the con-

sole out of its misery. But let's begin at the beginning, shall we?

The year was 1978. Approximately one year hacl passed since the

debut of Atari's VCS console ( widely referrecl to as the 2600).

Electronics giant lvlagnavox had already gotten its feet wet with the

origlnal Odyssey program mable game system six years previously
(which understandably met with limited success), but this was the com-

pa ny's big chance at going head-to-head with Atari.

The Odysseyz hit store slrelves in the Sumrner of 1978. \larket
penetration was a big hurdle; the product was strictly carriecJ by select

lvlagnavox retailers such as h/ay Company At a price tag 50 dollars

higher than the VCS, the system could hardly be ccnsidered an

impulse buy. The unrt looked a bit on the goofy side to say the least-
almost gaudy in appearance. There were no big:name license draws

either. But the OdysseY2 had something the Atari 2600 didn't. A key-

board. hrlagnavox capitalized on this aspect and skewed tlre advertising

campaign accordingly. The monoplanular, touch-sensitive membrane

keyboard was certainly an eye-catcher, and sure, it was nice for typing,

in your initials, but that concept gct old real cluick and game players

realized the best games were over at the competition. Odysseyz's big,

fat, ugly control boxes were another drawback, and arguably among the

worst ever created on the planet-with skinny B-way control sticks

user-friendly only to space

aliens from the planet

Zorbon. They were hard-

wired into the back of the

console too (until the late

model), so a broken coR-

troller meant you had to have

the whole system sent away

for factory repairs (ridicu-

lor-rs). But most disturbing-_-in

regards to gameplay, at

least-was the notorious

OdYsseYZ " one guy " disease.

Yrp, those back in the day

might recall how all Odysseyz

games only gave the player

one life;

if your charac-

ter clied just once, that

was it. Talk about out of touch

with the rest of the world. .Yeeshl

Shortly after North American Phillips pur,

chased lr4ugnavox's video game division in 1980,

trouble began" A lawsuit fited by Atari placed jeopardy on

the company's then " killer app"-K.C. Munchkin" The cartridge

was not only an attempt at cashing-in on the Pac-Man frenzy,

but a blatant rip-off of the ftiaze game, and N.A.P. had no

choice but to settle out of court and withclraw the game. Sadly,

this was the best Odysseyz would ever lrave to offer.

The Voice couldn't save them. The innovative Master

Strategy serles couldn't save them. Even U.F.O. (which was

actually a great game) couldn't save them. ln the final analysis,

lvlugnavox may have been adept at cranking out televisions and

radios, but tlre company was sirnply

out of their element in the video

game market. And when N.A.P. saw

that there was no hope for recovery,

the plug was pulled on Odysseyz'=

life support

-Jim Loftus
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An aduertisement for the late
K.G. Murcnxrru,
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Gosmic Gsnflict!

SYSTEM SPEGS
SVSTEM: Odyssey,
MANUFACTUREB: Magnavox (later N.A.P.)
RELEASE DATEr 1978
PBICE: $249.95
SPECIFICATIONS: 8-bit processor, 2 Mhz, l6 col-
ors (4 max on-screen), I sound channel
AGCESSORIES: The Voice (voice synthesis module
used with specially-designed carts)

OTHER NOTES: Odyssey.'s game cartridges came
in glossy black, book-style boxes. To our knowledge,
this was the first time video-game carts were pack-

aged in this manner (Mattel did it shortly after with its

and Sega's Master System and Genesis carts).
Another interesting item of note was the planned
Odyssey, Super System which was scheduled for
release in 1984. While a working prototype was made,

the project was D.O.A.-a casualty of the big crash.
!t's just as well; the Or merely placed standard O,
foreground graphics onto snazzy wallpaper-like back-
drops. Yes, it sucked.
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